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some

people congratulate you on such a good
beginning in journalism, and hope your efforts
will be crowned with success. And they sec
no reason why such a
paper as yours is and
promises to be, should not prosper and live to

CO.

good old age, and become one of Lite institutions of the Pine Tree State.
*„*
a

Letter from Farmington.
To the Editors of the Portland Daily Press:
—Here comes the Daily Pkess, which has

Hates oP Aclvertisinc:
Transient

Advertisements, $1.00 per square,
or less; exceeding three, and not
week, $1.25 per square; 76 cents per
week after. One square every other day one week,
$1.00; 60 cents per week after.
Exhibitions, Ac., under bead of Amusements,
$2.00 per square per week.
.Special Notices, $1.50 per square for first week,
$1.00 per week after.
Business Notices, in reading columns, 12 cents
per line for one insertion. No charge less than fifty
for three insertions

been

this been sounded fourth in clarion
notes, and claimed the just and dear bought
meed to our ever brave soldiers, by the whole
Maine press, is l>eyond my kon. I have been
pained while tracing out their positions in

vance.

hearted officers, all nearly, except the bills of
mortality, were still as death in their praise.
It is true there has been, here and there, a
complimentary word for the Maine Boys; and

evening.
IT" Job Printing of every description executed
with dispatch; and all business pertaining to the office or paper promptly transacted on application as

how could it be otherwise ?
The sturdy sons of Maine—the formers are
not to be, and even are not now forgotten, but
kind

cheering word is to be found for them.
1 cannot see why there should not be words
for them in a Daily as well as others when
you
a

COMMUNICATIONS.

hundred miles away to them on
the same day, so that they can break the monotomy of labor’s dull care, in evening twilight, and while away a pleasant hour on its
receipt. So, too, the wiudows of light and
sunshine are not to be left out, but they, and
the young Maineites must liave
astory,asoug,
a Mrs. Grundy’s
sayings, with all the intentions of marriage in the land.
send it

can

the Press.

Journalism, Politics, Religion, General
Howard and Brother, The Rebellion,
Ac.

beautifully printed sheet, and

its mechauicul
execution does much credit to the publishers;
but the headings in the news department are

sometimes more startling than the dispatches
will justly warrant. A groat man once said in
to a

political opponent, who had boasted of what he intended to do, “It is not the
first time in the history of the world that the
war did not come up to the
high sounding

manifestoes.” But let me not be misunderstood. It is only a single fault to which I have
alluded, nnd if no more can be found, our Journal is quite as fortunate as most
newspapers
In our land. Let the publisher* be assured
that the hint is a friendly one and given in the
utmost kindness. We feel proud of our Journal, and thank the proprietors for their spirit
and enterprise.
One would

hardly imagine, wliiie walking
witnessing the evidences of thrift and prosperity in many
branches of trade and industry, that the country was engaged in a war of such magnitude,
through

streets and

our

to arrest the attention and fix the eyes of the
whole civilized world upon us. The truth is,
we do not yet realize the
greatness of the con-

as

test in which we are engaged, to sustain the
life of our nation; especially we do not who
live

far away from the battle fields. Hut
the rebels begin to realize it, and to feel that
the end is drawing near. But my
object is
not to discuss such matters.
The political sea is quite calm in this

region,

to cast about for
candidates to represent their interests in Congress. So far as I can learn, public opinion
here seems to be concentrating on J
E.

T. Little, of Auburn,
sioned be the

udge

to

fill the vacancy occa-

resignation of Judge Walton.—
Republican, and

Mr. Little Is a whole hearted

would fUl the vacancy to the entire satisfaction
of the people in his district He is well postup on the questions of the day, and his talents
admirably qualify him to occupy such a position.

Religious matters here have recently assumed an interesting aspect, and hundreds are
anxiously inquiring “what they shall do to be
saved.” Many have made up their minds and
resolved upon a new course of life. A few
sabbaths ago more than one hundred were
immersed in a single day in the waters
of the Androscoggin—a greater number than

baptised in one day, in our State, if
not in New England.
The churches have
been much united In the revival, and the work
is still progressing. Many converts will
join
ever

Wishing you abundant

J

A Woman of Good Tastk.—You sec this
lady turning a fold eye to the assurances of
shopmen and the recommendations of milliners.
She cares not how original a
pattern may
be. if it be ugly, or how recent a shape, if it be
awkard. Whatever laws of fashion
dictates,
she follows a law of her own, and is never liehind it. She wears very beautiful things which
neople generally suppose to lie brought from

Paris, or.

least, made by

at

a

French milliner,

but which is often bought at the nearest town
and made up by her own maid. Not that her
costume is either rich or new; on the contrary, she wears many a rich dress, but it Is always pretty, and many an old one, but is always good. She deals in no gaudy confusion
of colors, nor does she affect a
steady sobriety;
but to see cither refreshes you with a beautiful contrast, or composes you with a judicious

harmony.
Not

scrap of tinsel or trumpery appears
She puts no faith In velvet
bauds,
gilt buttons, or twisted cording. Slie is

or

done.

the garnish is as
her inner borders
are delicate and Irtish; and should
anything
peep out w hich is not intended to lx; seen, it is
quite as much so as that which is. After all.
there is no great art, either in her fashions or
her materials. The secret simply consists in
her knowing the three grand unities of dress—
her own station, her own age, and her own
points. And no woman can’ dress well who
does not After this, we need not say that whoever is attracted by the costume will not lie
disappointed in tin- wearer. Site may not lie
handsome, nor accomplished; liut we will nuswer for her being
gooil-tcmpcred, well informed, thoroughly sensible, and a complete

lady.

fought

bravely

at the battle of Fair Oaks.
The General’s arm Is fast healing up and his
health is quite good. He owns his
so

country

given

him

military education, and he
feels it to lie his imperative duty to light its
battles, and if need be, to lay down his life
upon its

altar.

enough, ere
again and to

a

He

—

lend his aid in crushing out this
wicked rebellion. The wound his brother re-

ceived

ugly one, and heals slowly. It
was occasioned by a Minic ball
through his
thigh, boring a hole clear through nearly as
large as an iuch augur makes, and probably
grazing the bone, lie is patient and pleasant
in his affliction. I asked An iiow near he was
was on

lie came very near being
while in the Tobacco factory ut
He thinks if he goes back, he will

himself,

Richmond.
take a

never

—Fight hard against a hasty temper. Anger will come, but resist it stoutly. A spark
may set a house on Are. A At of passiou may
give you cause to mourn all the days of your
life. Never revenge an injury.
lie that revengeth knows no rest;
The meek possess a peaceful breast.

idea of the awful

struggle. The

fought desperately and stood
artillery, readily filling up the

rebels

the fire of our
ranks

as

fust

grape and Canister mowed them down, and
showing a Isild front worthy of a better cause.

They

can

stand fire well, much bettor than

JULY,

lm

FIRE-WORKS,
,

Bengolas,
Pin-Wheels,
Serpents, &c- dec.
-ALSO-

FIRE-CRACKERS, TORPEDOES,
And

everythin* else

in this

A.t the Lowest

line.

Prices,

-AWD-

AT WHOLESALE AND
MECHANICS’ HALL,

RETAIL,

CONGRESS ST.,

The

SMITH & BOYD.
dSw

PENSIONS, BOUNTY MONEY,
Back Pay, Ac.,
service in tlm present war, obtained for Soldiers
and Sailors, tlieir \Vidow-sauri Heirs, from the United States Government, on application in person or
by letter to

FOB

BRADFORD A IIARMON,
No. 88 Kxchaxus ST., Poktlahd, Maixe.
llavinc devoted our attention exclusively to the Pension bu-iness tor the last twenty years, and bavin* a
reliable A*encv In Wa«hin*to'n, we are enabled to
nrosecule all claims avainst Ibe Government with
promptimm* and despatch, and ou rrry reasonable
terms, making no charge until the claim is obtained.
FBI: KM AN It R A1 >F( >RD,
Z. K. llABMON.
dfcwtf.
Portland, June 20th.

SOMETHING NEW!

K|
n For Hats and Caps.^L
—

orr. l’OST OFFICE.

NOTIIINO NEW!!

The French Conformeteur!! S
HAVE USED IT FOE TIIKEE VEAKS.

limitary Chapeaux,
Caps

and

Uauntlets,

BY HARRIS,

sold

low.

Terms Cash.

OPPOSITE POST OFFICE.
2wdia

Money Lost.
A SUM OF MONEY. The tinder will be
J suitably rewarded by leaving the same at this
Oflice.

IOST,

A

BROWN,

would say to their friends and the public that they
purchased of Messrs. CHAD BOURNE & KENDALL, their Stock of
have

Ready-Made Clothing,
Also, their entire interest in Manufacturing and Custom

Department. Having

wen red

the services of

E. FOLEY, late Foreman and (’utter for
Messrs C. fc K., they hope to merit a lair share of tho
patronage bestowed upou their predecessors.
62 Middle St*, sppssiie Pssl Offer*
June 23, 1862.
4wdaw

SAMUEL ADLAM, Jr.,
-DFAi.KH IN-

Parlor, Oiiamtoer
—

AND

bare I heir bair cat.

June88,

»lwd__

J. M.

TODD.

It. J. D. I.AKHABEE & ( O,
Manufacturer., Importer., and Wboleaale and Betail Dealer, in

Picture Frames, Engravings,
ARTISTS’

MATERIALS,

&o.

Manufacturers of

ORNAMENTAL
For Oil Paintings

Dealer in

Muni* Ware. Table (allm. and Plated Wire.
General Assortment of

iu store, as above, comprising a* it doe* nearly every
article usually needed 111 the Furniture and ('rockery
Departments. Being one of the largest stock* iu the
State, purchaser* can dud almost any variety of rich,
medium and low-priced good*, suited to their different wants.
Those commencing housekeeping can obtain a complete outfit at this establishment, without the trouble
and loss of time usually attending a selection of this
kind; and the subscriber is confident that, combining
as he doo* the various brmuebes of
house-furnishing
business, he can offer goods ut prices that will not
fail of proving satisfactory on examination.

138 and 140 Middle Street, Portland.
June

FRAMES.
Looking Glasses.

CONSTANTLY ON

Pier and Oval Frame*, with French Mirrors; Gilt,
Lbony and Imitation Rosewood Frames, both Oval
Square, for Engravings aud Photographs, at low
and warranted

dtf

EDWARD

P. BANKS,

Hear Cislom Boost and Pest Office, Portland, Maine,
DEAI.Ktt IN

satisfactory.

JIT8T RECEIVED,
A very choice collection of Fine Engravings aud
Lithograph*, which we shall be happy to show to any

CHRONOMETERS, WATCHES,

who may call.

as

Wiusor & Newton's

Oil and

SILVER 8POON8 AND FORKS, PUPS, BUTTER
KNIVES, THIMBLES, NAPKIN RINGS,
SPECTACLES AND

EYE-GLASSES,

Our stock embraces all articles in this line, and is
tlie largest and best aoleoted iu tbe ft tat e, and we offer tin> bent inducements to dealers and
phutograpers,
both as to quality of goods and as to price*.
Will be cheerfully furnished with
which contains a complete list.

our

Catalogue,

large assortment of Oval, Gilt, Walnut, Ebony and
ROSEWOOD MOILD1ING8,

Constantly on

baud.

R. J. D. LARRABEE & CO.,
June

No. Oil Exchange Street.
28, 1«G2.

tf

FOURTH OF JULY CELEBRATION.
A Varied

Assortment of Firo-Works for the

Fourth of

July,

Just received from Hovoy & Sanderson's “Etna Laboratories,” at

W.

F.

Hill’s

Jewelry, Toy and Fancy Goods Store,
l«

In its devotion to the Union
have so generally become
and

while other organizations
infected with a disloyal

inasmuch

as it is the only party which at
competent to conserve the great principles underlying all free Governments, the Presa
will cordially sastain the organization of that
party
not with a design to foster a mere pari Iran
spirit, but
in the full coniciousness that it embodies the true

preaeut

seems

principles npon4whieh our government rests, aud affords tho only available means of accomplishing such
results as a lofty patriotism imperatively demands.
will neither seek

It

nor

endorse

any compromises

but will inculcate loyalty to the great central idea of
all true democracy—that the majority must govern.
Upon the exciting question of Domestic Slavery, it
may be proper to say, that while the Press will sanction no interference with the constitutional or legal

rights

of

loyal

men, it will neither

>i>ologize

for

an

which constitutes tho foulest blot upon our
national character, nor attempt to resist the tide of
events that seems destined to sweep from existence
evil

institution which is the greatest anomaly in a free
government. The emancipation of slavery in the
federal Capital, tho oo-operatiou of the Federal with
the loyal State governments, to secure gradual emancipation, as proposed by President Lincoln, and all
an

looking
peaceful
removal of our greatest “moral, political and social
evil," will fiud in the Phene a generous and hearty
support.
While thus distinctly announcing the general course
for the

to

measures

Prices,

a

intending that, alike in
country’s peril and in its
triumph, it shall speak with no uncertain voice, we
do not lose sight of the ffcct that true men have honestly differed, and that, coming by different routes
they now find themselves travelling parallel roads;
anti, instead of seeking to widen the differences between those who are required by a common patriotism to act in concert, the Prkfn will labor
hopefully
to encourage unity of purpose and harmony of action ainoug all loyal men.
war

and in

peace—in

EXtllANCE RTIIKKT, KOBTI.AND.
<l& w !du& ><1)*jtiI i

PLATED TEA SETS, CASTORS, AND CAKE
BASKETS, BUTTER KNIVES, & SPOONS.
and Horn Combs, Fans, Canes, Accordeons,
Wallets, Curd Cases, Table and Pocket Cutlery;
Tooth, llair, and Shaving Brushes; Farinu Cologne,
Lullin'* Extracts; CLOCKS.
Shell

political department,

tho Frees will

be earnestly devoted to the advancement of the best
interests of tho city and State. Its Local Department will in no case be neglected. Particular attention will be given to the Commercial and Maritime
interests. It will be the aim of its conductors to make
it an indispensable institution of the State, and a genial and welcome visitor in every work-shop, counting-house, and family circle. The Editors, not unknown to the people of Maine, will give their undivided energies t» the work before thorn, and labor to
make such a paper as the city of Portland, the State
of Maine, and the exigencies of the times demand—
one tliat shall be true to the popular instincts.
Tub Portland Daily Pesss is printed with entirely new type, on a sheet as largo as that of any
daily in Maine, and issued every morning, (Sundays excepted,) at £5 per annum. Subscriptions for
less than six months, GO cents per mouth.
Tub Maine State Press, large, neatly printed,
and well tilled with the news of the week, and
original and selected Political, Agricultural,
Literary and
Miscellaneous reading, making it specially adapted to
tho Family Circle, will be issued
weekly, at £1.G0 per

Co., Publishers.

Portland, May 19, 1902.

undersigned cordially approve the enterprise
projected in the foregoing Prospectus, and earnestly
commend the new ]>apcr to the hearty support of the
People of Maiue.
The

Mav. 1862.

LEONARD ANDREWS,
SAMUEL E. STRING,
NELSON DINGLKY, Jr.,
R. S. STEVENS,
N. A. EAR WELL,
S. I’. STRICKLAND,
EUGENE HALE,
R. II. E'ULLER.

Quadrants, Spy Glasses, Barometer*, Surveyor*'
and Mariners' Compasses, Gunter’* Scab1*, Dividers,
Parallel Buie*. Protractor*, Drawing Instruments,
Laud Chains, Thermometer*, Linen Proven*, Opera
Glasses.

RepublicRU
Slate

Committee.

BE.N.I. KINGSBURY. Jr„
CLEMENT TIIIN.NEV,
DANIEL ELLIOT,

Cumberlaml Co.

LCKE BROWN,
O. G. COOK,

Rep. Com.

EDW ARD I,. TICKARD,
JOHN T. HULL,
UllAKELS H OSGOOD,

enterprise to the people of the State. This fact
sufficiently explains why other names—held in «)ual
esti*em—are not appended to the foregoing commendation.

TENEMENTS WANTED.

Charts, llowditch’s Navigator, Blunt'* Coast Pilot,
Nautical Almanac*, Sumner’s Method, Ship Master's
Assistant, Sheet Anchor. Seamen’* Friend or Manual,
Ship Master’s Guide, Expeditious Measurer, for
Freight, Ac., Ac.
Watckea and Jewelry Repaired.

CHRONOMETERS, REPAIRED

AND

RATED.

ITfC Time determined by tran*iti.j£l
Portland, .tune 23. 13<i2.
d’itaw&wtf

tries’ walk of the I’ont Office. Kent not to
exceed from $150 to 17-5 per annum.
Address Fox 42. Post Office, or apply at tho Counting Boom of tho Daily Proa*, Fox Block.
distf
Portland, June 28.

one

We

arc

happy

WOULD

columns of this

Photograph Business,

In all it* various branclie*, and iu the latest and beet
style of the art.
We also *ny that we have at least a thousand splondid negatives of the citizen* of Portland, which can
be < xamiued
jkmsous wishing pictures from any of
them, prints or which will bo made at \cry short notice.

by

and

KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND R. R.

SOUTH SIDE OF TEAK'S ISLAND,

8CXXER ARHAMOXItnrr.

HENRY M.

as

stated

contributors to tbo

—

BRACKETT,

paper is devoted to the division of moral, religious. educational, and such other intelligence as
pertains to the welfare of society.
Its foreign and domestic news is made
up to tho
hour (Monday noon) of going to press, and is sufficiently general to meet the wants of those who tako
no other
paper.
The fourth page is appropriated to the most interesting Literary, Scientific, aud Commercial miscella-

that the Church and State would fall without it.
We claim for the Mirror that it is a Christian paper.
It aims to be a true reflector of Bible
principle and
practice; aud in the correction of moral evils and the
renovation of Society, to hold forth the true remedv.
It can be said of our paper that while its
correspondence is not meagre, its
of news and compact
items of iutcrest is inferior to that of no other
paper,
and its abstract of valuable article's in American and
Foreign quarterlies lias supplied a place not tilled by
an v other religious print.
If any want a |»i»er that can safely be a companion
on the Sabbath, that gives an
unprejudiced view of
public atfkirs. that aids to be a transcript of the age
w ithout identifying itself with its errors, that chronicles to minuteness religious aud revival news, that
holds firmly the doctrines and
practice of a proto*
tant Christianity and can be safely put into the hands
of the young, we ask them to take the CHRiSTiaar
This being pre-eminently a Family Journal is one of
the best channels for advertisements relating to Books,
S-Jes, Legal Notices, aud all articles of general con-

sumption

Weekly

generally,

and especially religious
papers
less likely to be destroyed than those more
secular—they are read more in families than Dailies—
they are taken home and preserved, to be examined
at leisure—their contents are more
thoroughly wanned—aud they are often sent to absent friends to convey to those abroad, some idea of the state of aflkirs
at home.
1‘ortiana, May, 1S62.
ones,

are

TESTIMONIALS.
We snbjoln some extracts from letters recently published in our columns.
From Professors in Bowdoin College.
Other papers, published out of the limits of the
State, are useful; but they cannot be ex|»ected to take
the place aud to fulfill all the objects of a paix-r
published among ourselves. The Mirror i* well known
to our religious people, and lias been conducted
by
Mr. Lord, its present editor, with earnest Christian
fidelity, with a high degree of abilitv. aud at the same
time in such a manner a* to bring to light and to cherish those local religious sympathies and interests, which
cau

uc

rcaciteu

ouiy oy

a

pajier puDiisneu

iu

tlM) Male.

From Rev. I>r. ( bickering.
AH necessity for two papers having ceased, we
ought to have one taken in all our churches, a* good
a* you and a hundred contributor* can make it.
Tl*o
most patriotic and
among us cannot
Complain of its tone in these stirring times; aud I
sometimes almost wish I were compelled to rely upou
your wwklv summary instead of reading so many exciting details in the daily papers. You tell us what wo
really need to kuow; aud a great man> things that
we ought to do.

liberty-loving

contain*

[From Ilcv. Dr. Tappan.]
In common with many others, 1 have earnestly desired that we might have in Maine, undor the
auspices
of our denomination, but one religious new simper,
aud I cannot hut hope, that the Mirror, which 1 have
taken from the beginning, and on many accounts
hare highly valued, may again secure general support,
and prove In ih future course to lie a paper iu which
we can all unite.
In most of the views expressed in
relation to this suhji-ct, by Professor Pond, in the
Miuuok of this week, I frilly concur. Your own offer “to send it without charge to
any who way be desirous of receiving it, till the meeting of the June
(State] t onferei.ee in Portland,’’ i* fair aud liters!.—You will |>eniiit me however to inquire whether it
might not lie well to send one number at least to every
Congregational minister iu the Mate, who is not now
a subscriber, without w aiting for an application, since,

otherwise many may not kuow that such
has been made.
From Professors in

Amlirotypes Copied

To any size required, and finished in Oil ami Water
Colors, India Ink ai-d tim material*.
Please giw o* u call, m perftot- HitwrfUcU-m is guarrantvoii in every instunev.
W. T. A If. II. WILDER.
June 24,13*12.
dlweodlw

MAINE.

f-fcflU igTHE itubecriber would veryWend*,
respectfully anand the
J!«|ALwEnottnee to hi* numerous
■iS(i|public K< nerally, that during the temporary

a

Mondap Morning and Satnrdag Evening Train*.
On Monday train* leave
Augnata at 5.30 A. M and

s'asV

i-EELMcoinpuUory suMpcnsiou of hfe busiucM lie
has furnished tbi* well-known house
anew, and is
now better than ever
prepared to wait u|*on hi* customers, and
by strict attention to tlicir want*
to merit a continuance of the
patronage which he has
hitherto received.
E. G. .MAYO.
Pawadumkeag, June 23.1862.
d&wtf
PREBLE HOUSE,
■Itaaled

«d^SLD*m*rhcotta’

.M^rora'^ra^n,yfr^n,rt^,;^S^^

ton.

Ticket* *old In Boaton for all the atation* on tha
Kennebec k Portland. Androscoggin, and Someract
k Kenneliec Road*.
F reight traiua run daily lietween August* and Tort.
**»<••
B. H. CU SHMAN,
.Manager and Superintendent.
Auguata, April, 180.
June23dtf

THIS la the largest Hotel in the State, possessing all the modern improve aenta, and
llrat class in every appointment.

_

TEEMS MODERATE. FOR HOARD BV WEEK

ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD.

OR DAY.

Je>8—3m

ecvMma

ADAMS, Proprietor.

11

Jemve^Lsnaiatoi^ror

Oiib THE City
localities

of Bath is one of the healthiest
on the coast of
on the Kennebec, twelve miles

Freiglit

Maine—delightfal-

Trriaa. Moderate by Ibe Week ar Day.
Bath, June 23. 18(3.
dtf

and**l3lip*Vefor this route

AMERICAN HOUSE,
Bmtoi, Mam.,

Passengers
will take the ear* at the
Portland. Saco k Portsmouth, or Kennebec A Port*

SMB

PLUMMER.

by

dtf

nr Yon
office.
June 23.

DIRIGO EATING HOUSE,
No. 7 MILK STREET,

PORTLAND, ME.
JOHN ROBINSON, Proprietor.

Served up at all hours.

or
so

The splendid and fust Steamship
Siunit
until further notice run
rowell,
rSoBMSuo Sillhws:
leave llrowns Wharf. Portland. every WEDNESDAY at 4 P. M and have Pier 9 North Klver, New
York, every 8 ATP It DAT. at 3 o'clock, P. M.
This vessel is litted up with flne accommodations for
pakengers, making this the most speedy, sate and
comfortable route for travellers between New York
and Maine. Passage 86,00, Including Eure nnd State
Booms.
Goods forwarded bv this line to and from Montreal,
boo. Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Lamport aiul St.
oh a.
Shipper* arc mqasatod to send their height *o the
steamer before 3 P. M
on the day that she leave*
m

to Order.

43

•.* Meals to UKc.ri.AR BoardKnn at ltcdnocd Rate*.
1 >pcn every Sunday from 8 to 1, and from 1 to *
o'clock.
j.aiodtf

D.

small, metropolitan

or

provincial,

From Kov. Ura.

Shepard and Harris.

Mr. Lord, Hear Sir .-—Permit us to express our desire that the Mibkou may receive the confidence and
support of the members of our churches and Congregations in Mai uo. It is conducted with paiustakiug
amiability. It is a judicious and earnest supporter
of the doctrines ami polity of our churches, or their
and their spiritual interests.—
missionary
Its religious articles for family
art; choice. Its
summary of news, though necessarily condensed, is
comprehensive and well-digested. Tlie occasions for
difference respiting the application of Christian
truth to civil and social affairs are passing a wav. aud
( hri-tiau people are rapidly approaching unanimity ;
candor, forbearance and patience, with the grace and
providence of liod, will euablc them to obtain it.—
Under these circumstances we hope that those who
take a religious pa|H*r will make a trial of the Miuitou; and we expect—we think with good reason—
that they will bo satisfied with it. A Maine paper has
to Maine
above one published abroad, and presents obvious claims to their
UEo. SIIKI’AKD,
support.

enterprises

reading

obvious'advantages

people,

llungor, May 12,18*12.

SAMUEL HARRIS.

A. W. B ANFIELD,
(Successor to P. J. ForristaJl and Mills &. Forri.-tall,
IMPOKTKK AND

DKALKR

IN

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND GERMAN,

FANCY

GOOD8,

Pocket »nd Table Cutlery,

Uf-

Portland.
For freight

or passage apply to
EMERY A FOX, Brown's Wharf, Portland.
M. B. CROMWELL k CO.. No. 86 West Street.

New York.
June 38, 1861.

SILVER STREET

MONTREAL

-A.vn-

No. 32 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND, Me.

OCEAN STEAMSHIP CO’S

tV~ All order, promptly attended to. and the
BEST QUALITY OE ICE delivered in anv part of

the

city,

at the market rates.

WARE,

LOW PRICES.

PLATED

WADE,

Castors, Spoons, Forks, Cant
and Cake Baskets,

Table

EBONY

AND

COCOA

HANDLED KNIVES.

S. B. WAITE.

rp

HE

Dealers, Builders, and

Cony rest Streets,

1*. J. fV>RRiST,\LL
June 28.

can

Boston.

be* found at the above place.

wly

Steamship Company.

EASTPORT, CALAIS AND ST. JOHN.

others.
TWO TRIPS PER WEEK.

undeniyncd hereby gi»e notice that they hare

On and after April 28. tbe Steam-NEW BRUNSWICK” and
FOREST T'M Y” ail!, until fur***** notice. Wav, P 8. k P. R K.
ers

LUMBER PLANING MILL,

w harf, loot of state Street. ait follows:
Steamer "Near Brunswick,” Uapt. E. B Winc he*tkk, will leave for Eabtport aud St. John every
MONDAY, at So clock. P. M
Returning will leave St. John every THURSDAY
MORNING, at 8o'clock, for East i*ort, Portland
and B«»«ton.
Steamer "Forest City,” Capt. E. Field, will learo
for Kamtpokt and St. John every THURSDAY at
6 o'clock P. M.
Through tickets are sold by this line connecting at
Eastport with stage roaches for Matrix*. and
with Steamer Gucen for Kobbinston. Calaim. ST.
Stephens, and 8t. Andrew*, and at the latter place
over Railway for Canterbury; from thence per
Mage reaches for W<m»i>*t*h k and Moulton, which
is tbe cheapeM and moat expeditious way of reaching
the Aroostook County.
Wo also ticket through per Steamer* and Railways
for Windsor. Halifax. Diunr. Fredericton,
Su*«ex. Moncton. Shkdiac, Prin< e Edward
Island. Pictou. North Shore of Newt Bat nmwick, Miuimkui, aud Bay dm Chalkur.
C. C RATON.
June 23.
dan if

Near the foot of Union Street, where they hope to be
able to give all the accommodation and di.pntch
which the nature of the bintiuew will admit.
Trnniao. Sweep
attoudcd to

aa

Uiucclaii Sawinu, Ac.,

aki>

heretofore.

OFFICE tt UNION STREET.
Portland J

une

8. H.

23.1*412.

WINSLOW k DOTEN.
3tw4*l

COLESWORTHyT

Haa reraored hie stock

of

BOOKS, STATIONERY, PICTURES,
Retire Frames, Paprr Hsnsitm Fun Ms, it, it,
TO No. 92 EXCHANGE STREET,
Next door above the British and American Rnrmi
Office, whore he will accommodate all who may be iu
waut of goods iu his line, at very low prices.

Book-Binding
Done

and

Picture-Framing,

neatly as

o.

usual.

Warren,

*l’CCE**OR

GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC

MEDICINES,

For sale at the above store

M.

lTopri,

by

of the

Sailing from Liverpool for Boston twice a month.
Steerage Passage fK. Also, Agent for New York
aud Liverpool Steamship*, sailing from New York
every Saturday, aud from Liverfmol every Wednewday. and calling at t^ueeustowu, Ireland, (aUu
Passage, f75. 3d l ias*. #30.

HOMESTEADS FOR $20.

Sight BP's of Fxohareo, for £1 Sterling and upwajd, payable at any Bank in Great Britain or Ireconstantly for sale.
For Passage ( ertidcates, Steamer Ticket*, Draft*,
or for ftirther information. Addre**.
GKO. W ARREN, \Jt) State Street. BeMon. Maw.

milE MISSOURI LAND COMPANY hare pnrA eha>ed from the Hannibal A Si. Joseph Kail road
4'on»pany a large tract of land ii Northern Missouri,
atljttiiiing the flourishing town of Hamilton, Caldwell
County, for fanning and manufacturing i.iiritose*.
and have divided their property into lots ami farin'*
1 hoy aie offered to HUb*eribor* in share* of tNO each.
liud by culliux uu
Maj>., with full information. can

land

POHTLAND

EDWARD SHAW, l|tut,
102 MllH1 LE Stkeet. 1'OBTUSH.

Mutual Fire Insurance

Company.

W

Miss E. L. Whittier,

THIS

favorable

a*

those of any reliable

on
com-

All policit* upon which six premiums have been
paid, ar© renewed annually free of premium to the
policy holder.
I hose deiuiing Insurance will do well to call and

ascertain the term* before

Sept.

be obtaiued
of tin* 1‘iincijjaJ, Ml Cmurnvw Stn*»"t. Hours from
B to 1 o'clock. except Saturday*. After that time application mav be made at 40 State Street.
Cortland. Juin* 25. 18*12.
2awl0w
can

Company continue to insure property

terms a*

ity

Principal.

AUTUMN 8ESSI4>N will
THE
8th, and Continue lj weeks.
l*rior
Juh 21st. full ii< formation
to

tor

LIVERPOOL PACKETS,

l'hvsician* and Families supplied with Medicines and
books. 4'a-M* renewed amt vials retilled.
June 21.1802,
cod*»m

JuBelt._,

to

THAYER A WARREN,

SEAVEY.

commence

BANFIKI.D.

J. I.. FARMER.
No. 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
33. lwa.
dtf

International

U UNION STREET,

CLOCKS, WATCHES AND JEWELRY,

W.

June

KEROSENE OIL AND FLUID.

FOU YOUNG LADIES AND MISSES.

28 and 30 Federal and 106

Trank Kailwuy.
I’D •paid and return tickets issued at reduced rate*.
Excursion tickets to the World’s Fair, oat and
back, 8150
Apply lo Edmonstonc, Allan k Co.. Montreal, or to

Cutlery,

IVORY, HORN,

( OYMILSS STU1.KT SEniNAKl,

ADDISON

ON'F.oftiicfollowingflr-t-class,power-

/i'ltd fal Steamers: III BF.KNI ANTNORTH
SL Tl TT If AMEKU AX, NORWEGIAN. JUBA,
■■HHIBOHEMIAN. ANGLO SAXON, Nil
YA MttllAN—will sail from Quebec
every Saturday morning, for Liverpool, via Londonderry.
passengers leave Portland per t.rand Trank Trains
with Luited States mails, everv Friday, at 1 ]& P M
connecting with Steamur at Quebec every Saturday
morning.
Passage to Liventool, Londonderry or Glasgow:
Third Claw, 3-Tt First Claw, 867 to
883—according
to accommodation,—which includes tickcta on Grand

-AND-

GLASS

Mail Line.

Weekly

2w

Crockery Ware, China,
AT

dtf

ME HOUSE

YANKEE NOTIONS,

STATIONERY, TOYS, kc.,

"CHESAPEAKE," Captain
will

Sue

W. CLARK,

-DRALRS

-JR.

xX llA*1

LEMONADE.

STRAW BERRY

Frog* Served

To Lumber

little intermingling of what is of a
different character contains a larger amount or a
greater variety of readable, reliable ami every way
valuable matter, original and selected, than the Miur.ou.
Rarely do 1 place a number upon tile without a
distinct feeling of regret in regard to more or lew of
w hat it contains, that 1 cannot have it iu a volumo on
my shelves where it will be constantly at hand.

dawtf

Portland and New York Steamers.

BROOK TROUT ■■■<• all ltla.la«f GAME
Served to order.
PINE APPLE LEMONADE,

skga
readyflHbite

supply

can

W. D. LITTLE, Agent,
DAce 31 Bxrknoft .Sirset.
save money by securing tickets at this

TURTLE SOUP, TUESDAY AND FRIDAY.

(wiiat

It would Ik* difficult for me to express too strongly
how desirable on every account, it twems to me to be
that the M iuk"U should be well sustained. Nowhere
is tin* influence of a good religious
newspaper more
iiu|H>rtant than it is In Maine. In no State ts it more
that
the
important
Congregational churches should
hit e an organ of'tin ii o*% n
Nor 4o 1 mi how any
reasonable man can ask for a better organ thau the
Mirror. Some other papers indeed are enabled to
a greater quantify of reading for the same
price; hut other things being equal, a medium sized
like
a medium sized book, is better thau a larger
paper
one, and I can say in all sincerity, that I know of no

provided with

STEAMBOATS.

of the Season

ltangor Theological Seminary.

Professor D. T. Smith.

Niagara Falls.

IT' Tickets sold in Portland at lowest Boston rate*

connected

with lions©.

—

From

and

Thla rami Is broad oitaoe and Is
New and Splendid Sleeping Cars.

From lUv. Dr. Pond.

which cau he reached iu no other way.
•
•
•
I have been a subscriber for the Mirror
and a constant reader of it for almost thirty years;
ami though I have s«**u things in it occasionally
which I did not like, (as I do iu most other impers.)
still all candid readers must acknowledge that the
Mikuoii has been, from the first, the steadiast advocate of liospel order and troth, aud an ini(>ortant
auxiliary in the great work of enlightening and evangelizing Maine. I will also *av that 1 think the Mmicon lias never been more ably aud faithfully couduct-i than during Uw last few
years. 1 he present editor
devotes time, and thought, and labor to it, and succeeds in makiug it
lie has showu himself
abundantly able to do) au interesting weekly visitant
to onr families and homes.
It should l>e further cousidered, that sonic of the
exciting questions which once threatened to divide
us, are changing their forms and losing their interest.
They may give place to others, for aught we know, or
may themselves come up again; but at present we
svm to have got beyond them.
The Miititou is an
nntlinchiiig supporter of the government of the
I'nited Mates in its contest with the slavery rebellion.
It is
aiucerc friend to the colored rare, and is
in all well considered efforts for their
lihcranmfami advancement—though I am tar from
one
as to what, oi how many religious
advisiug any
imperii lie shall take, yet I will venture to propose
that we make trial of the Mirkoh. As we ought to
have and must have out- religious pa|x-r in the State,
let us take hold of this together; subscribe for it,
write for it, and endeavor to make it such as our

RAILWAY.

Via Bueyalo, Dunkirk,

3*6, Washington St., Bath.

proposal

We obviously need one good religious paper in
Maine; and one (if it can bo made satisfactory,) is
enough. We need it, not only a* a vhehkle of intelligence and thought, hut for the publication of notice*, and the accomplishment of various local objects

HUp’t.

jane29dtf

THROUGH' TICKETS

ERIE

HOTEL,

Bath, June 23. 1*02.

EullUN,

BY THE

LEWIS RICE, Proprietor.
Boston. January. 1*02.
dTinis

Stable

ft

arrainprton May 6, 18(3.

To Cnii Aoo, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit,
Toledo, st. Paul, La Ckiwne. Sr. Louie,
New Orleans, or any part of the
WEST, SOL'TII OR NORTH WEST,

the suits of rooms arc well arranged, and completely
furnished for families and largo travelling parties,
and the house will continue to be kept as a first class
Hotel in ©very respect.

Every Delicacy

O.

onwira.

TS tli© largest and best arranged Hotel in
I the New Kugland States; is centrally located. ami easy of access from all the mates of
travel. It contains the modern improve*
ments, and every convenience for the comaccommodation of the travelling
public.
The sleeping rooms are large and well ventilated;

M.

Lewis-

Stage leave* Strickland’* Ferry Tacaday*. Thursdays and Saturday*, for Livermore. Canton, Pern
aud l>ixfield; returning
opposite dav*.
Stage leave* North Jay for Fnat Dix field, IX.xfield,
and Weld, on Tnesdava, Thursdays aud
Saturdays*
returning oppoMte day*.
Stage leave* Farmington .or New Vineyard, New
Portland and KfngHeid, on lVednesdays and Sat ordays, returning on Monday* and Fridays.
r*r,Bi,,*,0,‘ dail)r’ for Strong, Avon

within three minute, walk of the Depot, Steamboat
Lauding, Tost Office, Custom House, be., being directly iu the business centre of the (Tty.

By C.

and

•TAon cnmoioai.

large cities.
The Saoaiiaiiock is one of the flnrat, moat
spacion*, and best appointed Hotels in the State, located

BATH

daily between Portland

train*

ton.

B from the sea, and affords one of the moat
I
inviting retreats from the duat and tnrxnoil of onr
—

ARiAuitauT.

3MH On and after Mo*DAT, Mar 6, 180,
9B0nln< will leave Portland forLowiaton
and Farmington via Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
Leave Farmington for lA-wiaton, Bath and Portland. via Brunswick, at 9.16 A. M.
Balh and Portland via Bruoa-

SAGADAHOCK HOUSE,
AlfVed Carr,
Proprietor,
BATH, MAINE.

jJJALjH

oa ar-

oxxat-riom.

Stage* leave Bath daily (Sunday* excepted) at 160
°a arrival of train from
Portland and Boaton,

Preble Streets.

I'll AS. H.

■

\ lh;

mt

career

with tho

M..

Aagaata.

*tahk

PORTLAND, ME.

<'.wgres.,

.a

fr Ro”1*"'1-"’nnecUng

8.46 A M train for Lowell and Boaton.
I-eave 1 ortland on
Hatnrdaya, at 8.16 P.
rival of train from Boaton.
for Hath and

hope*

•#"Terms 81 per day.

weekly summary of events written In
a lively style—criticisms,
literary and moral, of great
practical valiie—and such matters of gene ral and denominational Interest a- «orve to keep its readers well
*P***ted up.* If ministers and others, at different
points in our large .state, would he a little more communicative of h*cal facts, they would greatly increase
its intriusio worth, and proportionally enlarge its circulation.
a

leave daiw,!!»
follow*:
Auguata lor Bath, Portland aud Boatoa, at 11 16 A
M connecting at Brnnawiek with the
Aadriacoggia
Railroad for Lcwlaton, Livermore Falla, Wilton and
artnfnptnn.
1-eave Portland for Bath and
Auguata at 100 P M
connecting at Brnnawiek with the Androaeoggln
traioa for alationa on that mid; and at
Aagaata with
the Homenet h Kennebec Railroad for
Kendall a Mill* aud Skowhegmn. and atWaterville,
KendaJI’a
Mill, with the Penobacot k Kennebec Konft forttttaheld. Newport and Bangor; arriringsame night.

SS^SSBrl*'* exceptedl

Proprietor.

F ASSAD CTMKE AO,

From Rot. I>r. Carruthers.
It

will
SBBBeu, l’aaaeuger train*
a*

Jcffij^w

E. O. Mayo,

epitome

Mirror.

Commenced April MfA, ISO.

HOUSE^

CENTRAL

This

ny that can tie gathered.
It lias a department
expressly for children. It is
intended to be a safe family
newspaper; with nothing
to offend the most fastidious—neither
cherishing a
morbid appetite, nor
catering to a perverted taste.
We do not claim for it that it is the otdfgt, the targe*t, the m imt, even the beet paper in the world: or

Proprietor.

OI'EN for Genteel Hoarder*—three miles
from Portland—within
thirty rod* of the
Ocean—with good opportunities for
fishing,
?t a-bat lung and water excursion*. A
Steam*
«r run* from Portland daily.
Experienced

tmon in attendanc.

paper.

the

Daguerreotypes

Summer Hotreat,

to announce Eev. Messrs. Pond,
and Smith. Professors in Bangor

Shepard, Harris
Theological Seminary,

RAILROADS.

_

quarter.

('■itlt'itiiiHittl,

respectfully give notice that wo have
bought out the Photograph room* lately occupied by J. U. 1*. Buruhom, formerly the old stand of
Burnham Brother*,
No. 1)6 MIDDLE STREET,
And have newly fitted up the room* and arc preparon

29.

July

All persons who now subscribe to the Mirror by
paying 82 shall have a receipt to the dose of Volume
XLI—ending July 29, 1868—being almost a year and

paper, large
which, with

HENRY L. TAINE,
HENRY' I*. LORD,
Republican
JAMES DOUGHTY',
OKKN KING,
City Commilteof
WILLIAM GRAY,
JOHN M. STEVENS,
Cortland.
AUG. K. GER1SH,
FRANCIS E. TRAY,
WM. H. TLUMMER.
UJT'It may not be improper to say by way of explanation, that the forejroinp l'rospt'ctua was IssuihI
originally upon short notice, anil without (riving tirr.e
to liear from all the members of the State Committee
—a majority of whom liave kindly commended the

ed to carry

Will Commence

HOTELS.

^Lurches require.

C. II It WOODBURY,
T HARMON,
E. WOODBURY,

H e llic

N0 6

and

oar

WANTKD—Convenient tenement* for the
jm/MA accommodation of two small families, in
T* * ’ml r©*P©Ct*ble localities, ami w ithin ten min-

PARTIES WISHING TO PURCHASE

A

designs and tendencies were sectional, and triumphantly [vindicated Its claim to a
Just and liberal Nationality, has remained steadfast

new

Our Assortment of Artists’ Materials
very extensive, being of the Ust manufacture,

1h
such

eucmies that its

■

and

prices

28,1*0.

72 EXCHANGE STREET,

HAND,

matchless operations of our army and navy, but
in tbo unparalleled fact that, in the midst of this
gigantic rebellion,'our Government securities are
selling at a premium. It will zealously labor to exhibit aud defend sound Republican principles, and,
inasmuch as political organizations have become a
necessity in carrying into effect great principles of
political economy, and inasmuch as ;thc Republican
party which, in the brief chapter of its history already
written, has successfully refuted the allegation of its

extra copy will be sent gratis.
N. A. Footer,
J. T. <• ii.m an, J N. A. Foster k
J. It. Hall.
)

China, Crockery & Glass Ware,

GILT
and

Lincoln, who in little more than one year, has
indellibly impressed himself upon the nation’s heart
as an incorruptible 'patriot, an inflexible Chief
Magistrate, and an honest man; the ability of whose administration is most signally exhibited, not [only In
ham

an

FURNITURE,

a

neatly
general

year, idvariably in advance. To any person sending
the names of jiee new subscribers, cash in advance,

—

PLAIN
Importer and

for

above named papers will labor to
inculcate, in no dictatorial spirit, sound political principles and to promote the material interests of the
State, and of the City of Portland as its interests
twine with, and are inseparable from, those of the
8tate.
Politically, the Press will give an earnest, cordial,
and generous support to the administration of Abra-

Aside from its

CJLOTHUSTG.
GARDINER

and

Both of the

proposed

tV“ No extra charge lor making bats to order.

now

or

Is a large, well-filled, carefully edited,
printed weekly paper, intended specially
circulation throughout the State.

other constitutional

attention of purchaser* i* invited to the large
Masons, Congregation&lists, THE
and desirable stock of House-keeping Good*
AND THE BEST OK MANKIND,

ABE

THE MAINE STATE PRESS

.a

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS.

reqiiealvd to rail at Todd'., corner of Middle
and KxrliaiiK« BtroeU, up Mairr, u> act .barnl

enterprising, vigorous and live Daily Morning
Paper, containing the latest and fullest news by mail
and telegraph.

spirit,

Comer of Cuoo Street,

AT IIAIUUS’

The Portland Daily Press is intended to be
an

the

Roman Candles,

And

NOTICE.

as

our

dtf

FOURTH OF

^

to the rebels whoa he received his wound.
They were all rouud me,” was his reply.

some

58 Exchange Street.

56 and

Portland, June 33,18G2.

prisoner.

“

Before this, he says they had driven the rebels through the swamp' and
upon higher
ground, where he and the General received
titer wounds. It was a terrible Imtile, more
terrible titan we dreamed of in our philosophy.
To hear young Howard’s story of the
bloody
fight makes the blood run cold and gives one

BAILEY It NOYES,

hamls of the rebels.
shot

Water Colors.
strong | Brushes, ltrauiug I'aiiers, Pencils.
Crayons, Oils aud
long, to enter the battle field Varnishes, Math' mat mil Instruments, Ac.

expects to be

Letter, note, Cap and Record papers, Envelopes—
white and buff, Cold Fens, Steel Fens, &c., kc. Every article at lowest rates. W* Buy for Cash awd
SbLjL Cheap.

Mr. J.

A returned prisoner, who was a member
of the Third Regiment, and who was taken at
Bull Bun, witJi whom we conversed a
day or
two since, confirms the statements of the brutal treatment the prisoners received nt the

spirit of hundreds,
good has already been

I often see Gen. Howard and his younger
brother at the Maine Hotel, Auburn, who

of Blank Book used
and Railroad Companies, HoFactories and Couutiug Houses.

STATIONERY.

Rocket*,

JOSEPH B. HALL, of the Aroostook Herald.

every kind

a

quite aware, however, Unit
important as the dress; oil

has come over the

and no doubt much

tels, Steamboats,

upon her.

great

has

I remain
O. W. Truk.

success,

your8-

other churches whose members do not believe
that immersion is the only door that
opens into the evangelican church.
Surely a

change

We make to order

28, 18G2.

VOLVMF XU.
TIIE FORTY-F1HST VOLUME OF T1H8 PAPER

BY

and

a

so

although the people begin

was

bravely
only the large-

acted their part, to see that

WThe Portland Daily and Maine State
]*rk8a Office, in Fox Block, No. 82} Exchange
Street, is open at all hours during the day and evening, from 7 o’clock in the morning to 9 in the

politic*! doctrines, and wish you great success
in your new enterprise. Our paper here is a

1VOYES,

Journal*, Ledger*, Invoice, Sale*, Memorandum,
Cosh, Record, Docket*, Letters, Masonic
and Church Collectors Books.

by Banks, Insurance

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS:
JOHN T. GILMAN, recently of the Batii Times,

66 AND 68 EXCHANGE 8TBEET, POBTLAND.

many of the sangniuai-y contests where our
Maine troops have been planted, either as a
front or rear wall, and so nobly, so

IT* All communications intended for the paper
should be directed to the “Editors qf the Press," and
these ofa business character to the Publishers.

trnn

&

JUNE

THE CHRISTIAN MIRROR.

OF TIIE

EDITED

long ere

Transient advertisements most be paid for in ad-

Lewiston, June 25th, 1802.
Editor* of the Portland Press:—Your
neatly printed journal has made Its appearance
in our village, and hundreds are seen
eagerly
perusing its columns, to find out what it says
in relation to the important questions which
now agitate our great Republic.
From ail I
can learn on the subject, the
masses of the

BAILEY

BOOKS !

MORNING,

PROSPECTUS

for Sale by

Manufactured and

the three

upon its every page. Welcome!
That word for “The Maine Regiments in the
Field”ought to give hundreds ofsubscriliers. It
is timely, and why some such word has not

has a large circulation in every part of
State) for 38 cents per square in addition to the
above rates for each insertion.

nonnlp in this vlHnltir hitrhlv Pfimmoml

during

l.vpe, goodly sire, clean and bright appearance;
but, better yet, its healthy and vigorous tone
—a voice for our contry in
out-spoken words

(which

Correspondence

waited for

four weeks since the announcement of the
intention to publish the same, with its clear

the

of

anxiously

ACCOUNT

or

Lkoal Notices at usual rates.
Advertisements inserted in the Maine State

answer

so

one

cents.

Press

BLANK

The

vance.

than

MISCE LLANEOUS.

diery.

Terms!
The Portland Daily I'rksh is published every
morning, (Sundays excepted), at $5,00per year in ad-

more

bodies away from danger. Such are
of the cliaractcrislics of the rebel sol-

their

FOSTER, OILMAN and HALL,
Under the firm name of
N. A.

The gleam

of Federal steel strikes terror Into their hearts,
and their legs are nerved by fear and hurry

SATURDAY

,

Odor

insuriug elsewhere.

102 Middle Street.

CHARLES HOLDEN, /W»*Fsf
Edward Shaw, gtrrrfarp.
June 23.
eod.Tnt

nearly or quite 1800 »ick or otherwise disabled
soldiers, in order that she might seek out aud
ascertain the wants of any belonging to' the
Maine regiments. She lias a variety of incidents of camp and hoipital life—some |>eculiarly thrilling and tender, some heart-rending from
their unpleasant features—which we hope she

THE DAILY PRESS.
]

PORTLAND, MAINE.

]

Saturday Morning, June 28, 1882.
---

may tiud time to furnish for the columns of the
Press.

REPUBLICAN NOMINATION.

[From

our

regular Correspondent.]

Augusta.
Supreme Court—Judge Walton—16M Regiment—Field and Staff Officers—Female Recruit
Gov.
Winthrop Hall Hospital
Letter from

—

—

Washburn in Portland

on

Augusta,
The
Term

the “4th.”

27,1862.
holding a I.aw

June

Court is now

Supreme
in this city,

for the Middle District The

session commenced

the 17th instant
present with the exception of Judges Appleton and Davis. The Som-

Tuesday,

The entire Bench is
FOB

GOVERNOR,

The Close of Conference Week,

There

ABNER COBURN,
OF SKOWHfXiAN.
--;--

irr<»*it

Kilntisli

u-ith

men now

enlisted for

missionary

in a

Favorite,

reflected from the faces of all on board.—

safely

landed on the

and under the lead of Dr.

C., proceeded

the other side, where we had a full view of
White Head, and the ocean beyond.

to

halting

Here

for

few moments under the

a

shade of some oaks, we listened to Peter Pauj
Oseuskhirliine, an Indian of the Saint Francis

spoke of the time when his fathers
held undisputed sway over all around us, and
of the arrh ing of the white man from beyond
the great water that spread out before him.—
He

tribe.

Though his

race

had faded liefore the white

face, they had heard of the white man's
God. and rejoiced that they came. He closed
by reading a poetical version of the 4 th Commandment in the language of his own nation,
and singing it to the tune of DukestrectRev. William Clark of X. II., the teacher of
Mr. O., gave a brief account of his studies, of

The newly appointed Judge Walton takes his
seat on the Bench at this term, for the first

his aptness and eagerness to learn. He desired
to be excused from writing his theme when in

school,

because he had no

“high thoughts.”

If

authors would defer writing until “high
thoughts’’ came, our literature would he the

all

our

better for it.
Rev. Archibald Duff of Sherbroke,
said that

as

his father

was

Canada,

the second

He

in the term come before it
The Sixteenth Begimcnt is

fitly

themselves! He assured the company that the late defeat of the Militia Rill,had
given the utmost satisfaction through Canada,
shift for

by expressing

his warm

friendship

for his Yankee brethren.

uniting under the lead of E. F. Duran,
of Bangor, in singing the beautiful and

Esq.,
appropriate hymn “The Shining Shore,”

while

the ocean swelled the sound with the. voice of
its “many waters,” a brief and feeling prayer
was offered by Rev. E. P. Hammond.
A vote
of thanks was tendered to Dr. Ckickcring, by
the unanimous voice of all present, and the

company was about to disperse for the shore
when llev. Stephen Thurston of
Scarsport,
called attention to the “shocking bad hat” of
Mr. Osunkhirhine. The want was apparent,
and

change enough was soon put into the
hands or Ezra Carter, Esq., to furnish hire a
Couple of those useful devices of civilization,
After spending three quarters of an hour in
the enjoyments peculiar to an islaud trip, the

regiment shall have no sick, feeble, or
old men in it, ami no boys. The regiment will
be furnished with Sibley tents, aud the best
rifles of European manufacture. Uniforms for
the regiment are now here. The following are
the field and staff officers of the Kith:
Colonel—A. W.

Wildes, Skowhegan.
Wilder, Eastport.
Major—A. B. Fabniiam, Bangor.
A'ljutant—A. P. Small, West Watcrville.
Surgeon Charles Alexander, Farmington.
Assistant Surgeon—Joseph Baxter, GorLt. Colonel—Charles*

—

ham.

Quarter Master—Isaac N. Tucker,

Gar-

diner.
One of the recruits from Lewiston was discovered to lie a woman, although she had suc-

Surgeon’s examination
man.

he heads another islaud party
there to see.

mi.,

left them—lie knew they were traitIf these men have repented, God forgive
them; but X want more evidence of it than I
have seen. 1 waut John W. liana, Hose McDonald, John Babson, and Kennedy of Lincoln, and the others, to give me their written
pledge that they repentln sackcloth and ashes,
lxsfore 1 will act with them. 1 never go to
bed with a man that's got the itch, amt when
it’s all about, I don’t go to bed w ith a man till
I know he hasn’t got the itch. (Laughter.) I
vote for no man that Mose McDonald and the
traitorous crew will vote for; do you understand that'! said the speaker. Besides, who
supposes we are going to elect, with all their
traitorous aid. We shall lack many thousands,
and how many loyal men will desert you when
you introduce such men into the camp. Gentlemen. 1 know there was a concerted movement in the New England States, hist year, to
aid Jeff Davis, and some concerned lit it got
their money for it too. I have nothing against
these men but their political position. And
how is it In Waldo County? We have one ol
them there who has done all he could against
men for our army, and who deserves
enlisting
a place tu Fqyt
Lafiiyette more tlniu Bob El-

Tlie financial result of the

dollars, making the

may wre

trip

fifteen

was

iu the bunds

sum

“be

of the

Committee forty dollars. Any one williug to
aid a deserving man will confer a favor by

handing his gift,

to Dr.

Cupid Conquering
A

a

letter received

Chickering.
Female Secessionist.
in

this

vicinity

from

hosnltal

sick and wounded

soldiers from the regiments and batteries
in the

field, many

day.

Some of these

now

of whom are

arriving every
present shocking cases of

has

One man, of the 5th

bullet in his neck and another in his
and yet he walks out. These unfortu-

a

groin,

under the

temporary medical
charge of Dr. Cyrus Briggs ol this city, and
under his skilful, kind and attentive treatment
are doing well.
They could not have fallen
nate

men are

into 1 tetter hands.

having

It

lieen stated

by

some

newspapers
that Gov. Washburn is to deliver the Oration

ing

on

the occasion of the

approachJuly by your city,

celebration of the 4th of

I am authorized to say that Gov. Washburn
Informed those having direction of the celebration that, owing to his engagements, he could
deliver no oration or formal address, but would
be present and make a short speech. This is
all that may be expected of him.
Charles F. Walton, Co. D, 3d Regiment, has
been appointed Quartermaster of that regiment.
First Lieutenant Charles IT.
the 1st Maine

Baker, Co. H, of
Cavalry, having resigned on ac-

of ill health, Secoud Lieutenant John
R. Webb has been apiioiutod to the vacancy,
count

Sergeant Henry

and First

C. Hall

appointed

Second Lieutenaut.
Other

appointments I will apprize
made.

you of as

In my next you may expect
Skikmisuek.

a

as

to

reputation at home among
a

handsome fel-

cover

the name and rank of the handsome Yan-

kee officer, but

for many days unsuccessful. But love as of old, found food in its disappointment, and she really became sick over her
unavailing search. Her father here took the
was

matter up, and

finally

went

to the

commandant for aid in tlie affair.

military

He sent

a

member of his staff to see if he could render
any aid, and from the description tlie lady gave,
and

sketch that she had made of him, the officer of tlie staff came to the conclusion that it
a

lieutenant of a Mnine liaftcry, son of a
distinguished cltisen of our State, who resides
away down east;” who happened to lie taken

was a

genry. As the 10th Maine are in the advance
it is impossible for the regiment to maintain at

sick and sent to the

hospital immediately after

seen

no

mention

in

the foot of State Street.

at

A tub of ice water upon his steps, attracted

thirsty thither, many of whom were most
cordially invited into his house, where the cool
lemonade was furnished in abundance, together with a variety of palatable “JUens,” such a»
the

tend to cheer the weary traveller as he is
plodding along towards the end ofh is journey.
ever

We do not know whether Mr. Ilsley Is, or is
not, a Mason, but this we do know, that if
the kindness and hospitality shown to the Masons as above alluded to, is an indication of the
wiw»ni! rhnrnrti*r

t.ln*

in:tn

u

iticli

ui>

Hn

nnt

a

of

Winchester; and in order to present mat
as fully as
possible to home friends, sh
purposes giving a public lecture, Monday rri
niug next, in the New City Hall, which ha
l»een engaged for the occasion.
She lias some “trophies”—but they are < f

tcrs

small account, compared with the incidents sh *
prepared to give concerning the conduct < f

is

troops in the memorable retreat from Win
Chester. Due notice will be given of the lec
tore, and meanwhile, let our lady readers 1

turn to camp

duty.

doubt, he would make a most worthy member
of the fraternity.
We hear of no complaint in regard to the
plans and arrangements of the Conimittthupwhom devolved

on

sibility,

or

furnished

much labor and responin reference to the accommodations
so

by the

Tork and Cumberland Railroad.
Whilst other

The

only

reason

given, for

not

making

the

arrangement which other roads had made, was,
‘•that as many passengers would pass over the
road as could lie accommodated, at full fare.”
This may be valid and sound reasoning, hut

questioning it, in some of its bearings.
village and town was visited early on
Monday morning last by the “Portland Daily

we

Our

Press.” the appearance of which was very gratto our citizens. The Col. was up to the
“chalk,” in exhibiting the new paper to our

ifying

people generally.
The powerful rain that has visited us recently, has had a tendency, to cheer up our good
fanners, and consequently we all feel more
cheerful and happy.
Capt. Wentwortli is raising the third company that has been raised in Gorham for the
war.
lie now has some. 50 men enlisted, 40 of
whom

already in camp at Augusta. Gorham is full of patriotism, which developes itself not only in the furnishing of troops, but in
tlie promptness and liberality with which she
responds to the calls made for supplies for our
army. Although our citizens have often contributed hospital stores and money for t his purare

Railroad—t ile hill for the construction of

our

An order from (fen. Slicpley informs ofll
cers and soldiers in the rebel army, desirous o r
returning to their homes iu New Orleans, tha
they can do so on reporting at headquarter
and taking the oath of allegiance. Such per
sons (blind in the city who havenot subscri bc< I
—

■

up a bountiful supply of bandages, eu
Mrs. Goddard left Front lioyti! on Saturday

looking

June 21st, and came hv the way of Ualtimon >
where «he visited the hospitals, containin i

to

the oath will be treated as

spies.

liave decided to abolish

Capt.

v/rieans,

suite

mat

formerly of Portland, has
Jackson, “for his health.

1.11 lickings,

been sent to Fort

nr* The Charleston Mercury states that a
“Beauregard hat” is all the rage in that city.
At the rate the war is progressing the same

General will furnish a model for a neck tie that
will yet be extensively used at the South.

w

hich

has become a law—the “Colossas of Roads.”
It will lie. when completed, one of the grandest

its

achievements of the age.

rebellion, lias

lost

a

~~

amounting to $!»0

collection

a

was

taken

nomination in this State.

jjy-* The Bridgton Reporter says A. D.
Brock, Esq., formerly of the Courier, in this
city, has recently lieen installed editor of the
Bangor Times. The Reporter further says
that Brock takes to politics as naturally as a
duck does to water.

by

Seventh

Trial Justice Resigned.—Hiram
of

Camden,

has

Bass,

tbe ollice of

resigned

Trial Justice.

Morning

Crrr.—’Twas

early
changing its
dusky grey for a mellow crimson tinge the
wimls of Sarcarrappa came with their healthful intluence to the lungs of the kitchen girl
as she swept the steps—the infernal orgies of
male grimalkins had ceased—when the still
slumbering Melissa, still sleeping u|ion her
Iwiek, still sleeping with her mouth wide open,
felt only in her dream as in company with her
adored Alonzo of the previous evening, who
seemed to her as saying —“ Say, say wilt thou
dawn.

in

oub

The eastern

sky

was

last

—

IA,

1IIIIU,

OUUUVIIIJ

Mil'll

Ul'l

III UUII >11

IMIS3

interrupted by the unmusical voice of that
old darkey fishmonger,
Here’s your fresh
alewives
smelts
fresh smells!”
The Christian Banner, a religious paper
published in Fredericksburg, Va., thus dis—

—

—

“Let the war result

courses:

slavery in Virginia
from her territory.* *
can

it may, Afrihas already been swept
*

as

If the

war

should

continue a twelve-month

scarcely

a

—P. T.

styled

longer there will be
slave in Virginia.”
Barnum has very properly been

the Prince of Showmen.

There

seems

end either to his

ingeimity or his resources
in catering for the public curiosity. A very few
years since he went by the board, financially,
as the result of too freely signing his name for

no

the. accommodation of oilier men, but he seems
to have regained his former ]>osition and to be
fast

in affluence.

rising

chased the

He lias

recently
Aquarial Gardens, in Boston,

purand

lias added to all its former attractions some of
the principal features of bis great Museum at
New York. If Banium can’t make even a poor
show attractive

nobody

is real merit in

the

can,

and where

exhibition

he

there

makes it

Fuom
beeu

thk

permitted

Fifth Rehimext.—We have
to see a letter from one of the

officers of the Fifth Regiment, dated June 13, j
from which we take the

following extract:
“Our regiment crossed the Chickahominy
yesterday, and we are now in the van. Yoii
will hear a good account from us when the fight
comes off—and we shall whip them."

UNIVERB.VI.I8T STATE; CONVENTION.—This
its annual session in Rath,
June 2tith, was very lully attended, and the
sen ices are said to have been of a very inter-

body, which closed

esting
were

character.

elected

The

following gentlemen

Delegates

to the United States

Convention,
September next,

which assembles in

Chicago

in

to wit:—

Clerical—Rev. Messrs. G. Bates of Auburn,
C. Gardiner of Watervillo, W. A. I‘. Dillingham of Sidney, and H. W. Rugg of Bath.
Lay Delegates—S. F. Horsey, Esq., of Bangor, li. F. Kellett, Ksq., of Belfast, A. C. Denison, Ksq., Mechanic Falls, and C. T. Greenleaf, Ksq., Hath.

Dr. Pease of this village is talked of as candidate for representative to Congress from this
district, to till the vacancy occasioned by the
resignation of Mr. Walton. [Bridgton Reporter.
f£f'Wc have as yet received only two daily
papers from Boston. The “Hub” is not too
proud, we hope, to exchange courtesies w ith

The South, by
the “Natural
launch hi minus uf this j

Seaport.”

'SS 'The “Up! Ibd Storehouse,” on Enstergreat national tuoroughliuv, wliich is destined
to olli.i t wonderful changes iu the set of the I ly Wharf, Saco, was destroyed by fire on Tuescommercial currents of the world.
j day evening.

litre tbit day marked down their

IMMENSE

MORRIS

Mantiling,
And

Tour

Pell &

Oapeg. Short Sacks,

Trowbridge Minstrels,

Opera House. Boston, where they have
performed for the past six years, ten months in the
year. They will nave the honor of appearing as
above.
In their matchless entertainments they will intro-

THE FAMOUS RAW RECRUITS,

CLOVES,

THE CONTRABAND JUBILEE,
In which
they will wear the 13 suits of clothes sent
this Troupe from the Potomac.
Lon Morris' Great Contraband Acts.
Billy Morris' Celebrated Stump Speech and Mocking

Mails are forwarded by every steamer in the regular lines. The steamers for or from
cal) at
Queenstown, except the Canadian line, which call at

the Ham Fat Man.

as

Londonderry.

The best Kinging,
fession.

dancing

aud orchestra in the

MOHAIR MITTS,

EMBROIDERIES,
VELVET RIBBONS,

PA&AS0L8 AID

C. Trowbridge as the old Sexton.
Bowers’ Novel Duel. How to get your bills paid.
McClellan's Grand Review, Ac., Ac.

Liverpool

For Bill particulars see programmes. Doors open
7i, to commence at 8 o'clock precisely.
Tickets Twenty-Five Cents.
To be had at the Box Office, Bom 10 A. M. till 1 P. M.
Reserved Seats 60 oents.
LON MORRIS, Manager.
J. J. HILLIARD, Agent.
JeMtjulfi

York..

.Southampton.New

All of

York

June25
26
Europa. .Liverpool.. v Boston.June 28
Great Eastern.Liverpool.... .New York. July 1
New York July 2
City of New York. Liverpool.New York. .July 2
Persia.Liverpool.New York. July 6
Hausa.Southampton.New York. .July 9

Hibernian.Liverpool.Quebec.June
Borussia.Southampton

Jura.Quebec.Liverpool.July
Bremen..New York.

Jane

Brer brought iato the city,

N. I.

Jalr 4th, ITT*.

“COD

JhIjt 4th, IMS.

Annivernry

NATIONAL INDEPENDENCE,

JULY

4rth,

Procmion at 10 o'clock*
Procession will be formi*! under the direction of
Charles B. Merrill, Kmi., Marshal of the Day, consisting of a Military Escort, tlie Portland Fire Department, and Fire Departments of other cities. Sons
of Temperance. Mec)tanks’ Association, and TruckGovmen. and other Associations will escort the
ernment and invited guests through the
streets, to the City Half, where the Declaration of InNathan Webb, Esq., and
dependence will be read
an address delivered by His Excellency,

City
principal

Va, J Libby A

by

Sch Brookville, (Br) Hatfield, Windsor NS, master.
Ax worthy, cld at New Y ork Feb

Governor of

Rotterdam, and ha* not since been heard of.

REGATTA.
A Grand Regatta for Wherries, Barges, and Race
Boats, will take place on Back Cove, at 3 o’clock.

Paata, and ia thia line

we

will Mil

Ladies' Sacks and Mantillas,
Constantly on band,

OUR STOCK

and made to

order.

OFPRINT8j

BLEACHED OR BROWN COTTONS,
QUILTS, LINENS.
DAMASKS, FLANNELS,
—

awd

—

It ueaarpacaed. and one can always lad nay article
line, at aboet wholesale prieea.
We hare a large emortmeat of

PARASOLS,

SUN

UMBRELLAS,

SKIRTS. HANDKERCHIEFS. BUTTONS,
EMBROIDERIES, LINEN BOSOMS,
CLOVES. HOSIERY,
And

ing

an

to

endlece

oar

variety of of Small Artielea pertainbosineaa, all of which will be sold cheap

XvT. I. Ivlitoll ell’s,

sculls.

I90 Prime..
315 OO
19 Prime.. lO OO
34 Prime,.
3 00
SECOND RACE.
to
the
four organized Boat Clubs of this
Open only
City, vis: North Star, Young Mechanic, Alpha, and

137 MIDDLE STREET,+ KUZZST BOW.

JeBcoddAwtf

Union

Forever!!

Atlanta.

Prime,.370

I*t

OO

34 Prime,. 30 OO
THIRD RACE.
Open to all Barges and Race Boats of every de-

scription.
I at Prime,.3100 OO

34 Prime,.
33 OO
DISTANCE FOR EACH RACE TWO MILES.
All tbe Oarsmen of the Provinces and State* are
invited to compete for the championship of Casco

SPOKEN.
June 23, no lat. Ac, ship Great Republic, from Ship
Island for New York.
June 23. no lat, Ac, bark David Nickels, Blake, fin

DRY GOODS!

_

EXHIBITION

Steam

Mataii7as for Carden a*.
June 23. no lat. Ac, brig Abby Watson, supposed
from Cuba for New Y'ork.
June 24, lat 3d 15, Ion 74 06, saw* a bark
showing a
blue signal with white figures (602).

Fire

OB

Engines.

There will be an exhibition of Steam Fire Engines,
uuderthe supervision of the Chkf Engineer of the
Portland Fire Department, H. C. Barnes, Esq.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
8AN FRANCISCO. InportaOth ult, ship* Belle
of the Sea, Sigsbee, and Robin Hood, Taj lor.for New

followsShips

or

prieea that can't be beat.

for caah, at

FIRST RACK.

Philadelphia, ar 6th.

as

Either Ibr Coat
at

Open to all, in Wherries and Fancy Boats of every
description, pulled by one man, with one pair of

Ponce 10th inst, brig Nahant, St rout, for New
York, unc; sch Maggie Bell, Gil key, for do next dav.
At Jactnol 13th inst, sch Kate Sargent, Brown,from
Boston, ar 9th, disg.
At St Jago 9th inst, brigs Trade
Winn, Chase, for
New York; Two Boys, Conklin, for Baltimore.

are

the State.

Tableaux VI van Du
The children of the Publk and Sunday Schools will
be stationed upon State Street, and wili siug pat riot k
and national anthems, while the Procession is halting. The Tableaux and Musk will be under the direction of Mr. Thurston.

Boston.

disengaged

VIMHIIH DOESKINS,
SATINETS, *»„ tea*.

MIXTURES,

ia this

At Malaga 6th inst, bark Betacna, Wood, for Boaton, ldg.
At Gibraltar, 6th inst, brig Rebecca, Fickett, from
New York, di*g. Wind E.
At London 14th iust, ship* Fawn Reed, and American Congress, Woodward, for New York, ldg; Portland, Leavitt: J K Keeler, Delano: Ocean Steed,Cox;
Einily Fariiuni, Sinner Peerless, Ring; Y'orktown,
Meyer; Adriatic, Moore; Conquest, Sears; Amo*
Lawrence. Whitmore; Margaret Evans.
Warner;
Mary Hammond, Arey; Mary McNear, McNear, and
Screamer, Snow, disg'; John Porter, Knight; Flying
Cloud. AY itutor; Jane D Cooper, Howard; Mameluke,
Porter; Rialto, Prince, ami Granite State, Jacobs,
disengaged; Emma, and Cherubim, laid up; barks
Fleet wing, Jayne, for Philadelphia, ldg; Trajan,Habbidge, disg; brig Geranium, Pierce, do; sch* Palmetto, Jones; Elizabeth C Falter, Welch, and Hartstcne,
Encll. disg.
At Barbadnc* 7th lost, bark Montezuma, Hammond, from New Y'ork, ar 7th; sch ludus, Stokeley.

Y' ork.
The

trifling anvence.
W, hare aiao a large lot of

Every Variety of Home-Keeping Goode,

ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jr.,

FOREIGN PORTS.
Sailed from Genoa 2d inst, ship Ocean Romp, Rairden, Boston.
At Marseille* 12th inst, ship J Montgomery, Hamilton, for New York, ldg; bark ffenrv, Wilson, for do.
Sailed from Menton 6tp inst, bark Emblem, Davis,

from
At

a

A

CLEARED.

always be fband at

137 MIDDLE ST.

Jaat parehaaed at tba lowest caah prices, to baaaMat

CLOTHS,

THE

in consequence of thick weather.

MITCHELL’S,

W* bar* ia afore tba moat exteaaivo stock of

1802.

Bell* of all the Chore he* will be rang at Sanrise, Noon and Sunset. and a National Salute will
be ired at the same time from B nun hall and Mui^oy.

27*

Dry Goods,

can

SAVE THE UHIOH.”

Celebration of tbe 86th

ARRIVED.
Sch Julia, Anderson, Frederickton NB.
Sch Sarah Elizabeth, Webber, Dainariscotta.
Sch Escort, Wilson, Harps well
Sch Mary Jane, Y cat on. Well fleet for Nortpori.
Sch Ocean, l*ierce, Yarmouth.
Steamer Montreal, I’rince. Boston.
RETl'RNED—Sell* Maryland, Seneca, and other*,

21 for

twiaed

Assortment of

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Son.

*3, 18SJ.

AND VARIED

NEWS.

Y'orktown

ROBINSON,

No. N MIDDLE STREET.

2
6

-OF OtJU-

Brig Lucy Ann, Ww,

oar

TME BEST. MOST EXTEH8IVE

MINIATURE ALMANAC-Saturday,,luue*87“
Snn rises, morn.4 20 1 Length of days.15 26
Sun sets, ere.7 46 | High water, morn... 11 67

Friday.

^

Low IPrices.

LEACH A

CITY OF PORTLAND.

.Bremen.July 6
Etna.New York. .Liverpool.Jnly 6
Arabia.Boston.Liverpool.July 9
Anglo Saxon.Quebec.Liverpool.July* 12
Teutonia.New York. .Liverpool.July 12
City of Baltimore.Now York. Liverpool.July 12
Scotia...New York. .Liverpool.July 12
Hibernian.Quebec.Liverpool.July 16
Edinburg.New York.. Liverpool.July 19
New York.New York. .Breracu.July 19
Europa.Boston.Liverpool.Jnly 23
Great Eastern.New York Liverpool.July 26

MARINE

which will be cold at

Usual

TO DKPART.

China.New York. .Liverpool.July

DJUJRELLAS,

Ao.

at

Anglo Saxon.Liverpool.Quebec.June 19
Scotia.Liverpool..... New York June 21
Edinburg..Liverpool.New York. June 26

New

8UI

Ac., Ac.,

pro-

TO ARRIVK.

City of Baltimore. Liverpool.New York. June 18
Teutonia. Southampton.New York June 18

GOODS,

HOSIERY,

Also

Bird.
Pell

fall line of

la almoet endleae variety,

Performed by them 122 nights in succession in Bos-

Johnny
J.

a

DRE88

duce

SAILING OP OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.

Jockeys,

prepared to offer them at
LOWER PRICES than ever

HOUSEKEEPING GOODS,

From their

ton.

and

are now

Ladiea will alao Snd

BROTHERS*

STOCK

—or—

Of the world-renowned and ouly

CHEAP,

EVENING.
Three Bands will be stationed at different
the City, aud will discourse sweet Musk.

points

in

Andrew

Jackson, Huntsville, Iconium, Josiab L llale. Kate
Hooper, Dublin, Romance of the Sea, Helen McGaw,
Torrent, and Zingari; barks Catalpa. Delaware. E A
Rawlins, Fanny, Harry Hammond. Oregon, Boreas.

A

BDIAL INVITATION,

Is extended to all Military. Kira and other Association* and Societies in the State, to join with as in the
Celebration of oar National Birthdav.
l*er Order Committee of Arrangements.
dfcwtd
Portland, June 23, 1*9.

and Joseplilne; schs Storm Cloud, A J Kamos, and J
A Bayard.
Mary Hector, and George Washington; brig
llidaigo; barks Scotland, aud A A Kldridge, are for
sale.
NEW ORLEANS. Ar 16th, bark C W Poultncr,

C. k. BABB S,

Ships

Philadelphia.
Cld Pith, barks

Ocean

Eagle,

Convoy, Woodward, MinalitJau;

PLEASURE PARTIES.
Visiting ttm lulnnda, .applied
with stores
the shortest notice.
EXCI’KSIONISTS
Orders solicited.
a:

Luce, New York;

sch Henry Travis,
Parker. Key West via Fort Pickens.
NKWBEKN NC. Sailed 18th, schs Nancy J llraytou, Millikcn; John Farnmu, Hall, and Empire,Carr,
Ship Point.
YY HITE HOUSE Va. In port 19th, sob Nightingale, Nickerson, wtg: and orders.
BALTIMORE.
Cld 36th, sobs Broadtield, Fisk,

180 Fare Street

BLOCK,

SIJRCEON,

AND

CONGRESS STREET,

ov Howard, Bortov, la
consulted dailv from 10 until 2. and from 6 to 8 in the
evening, on all diseases of the Urinary and Lenital
Organs. Scroftalous Affections, Hu mors of all kinds.
Sores, Ulcers and Eruptions, Female Complaints, ho.
An experience of over twenty years’ extensive practice enables Dr. M to cure all of the most ditflkeult
cases.
Medicines entirely vegetable. Advice Free.
June 23, 1*9.
sn3aw8m

Wanted at

Francisco; Tiships Logan. Marsh,
Stephens, Havre; Panama, Hanson, New Orbark Maraval, Griffin, Barbadoes; brigs Scotland, Francis, do; Delmont Locke, Venaie. Philadelschs Scguine, Atkins, New Orleans; J II Poole,
phia;
McFaddon, Bangor; Harriot Neal, Houghton, and
Surf, Shaw, Portland; E A DeHart, Cummings, do.
Sailed 25th, ships Surprise, Alice Couuce, and MeSan

gress,
leans;

a

Premium!

BETWEEN U. S. * PREBLE HOUSE,

American Gold,

Sovereigns,
Demand Notes,
Government Jnly Coupons.

ridian.
NEW HA VEIN. Sailed 26th, brig Nuevitas, Wright,
Ma vague/.
l'KOVlDESCE. Sailed asth, brig Harp. Smltb,

wm. u.

July

Ar

27.

SILKS,

WOOD

dlw

DRESS GOODS,—tergr Mwk,

FLORAL EXHIBITION!

for Machian.
Sailed 26th, schs John Murray, McKenzie, Hartford ; Ama/ou, Sears, New York,
BOSTON. Ar 26th. Steamer Mississippi, Sampson,
New Orleans 18th inst. Pass 19tl».
Cld 27th. ahips Mont Blanc. l>onnclI, New Orieans;
Addison. Pike. New York; bark May Stetson, Gilley,
Bangor to load for Ship Island ; sclis < arrie '4 Rich,
Charlottetown PEI; Grace, Brown. I^eproaux

CLOAKS Hi CLOAK GOODS,
Sl’MMKK EXHIBITION of the llorticulturai Society will be held at

THE

F^eoh-anics’
—

Ijardv,

TUESDAY,

NB; Judge Tenney, Gilmore, Alexandria; Valhalla,
Lord. Calais; Redingtou, Clark, St George; Cameo,
Ryan, Belfast; Citizen. YVnllac*-, Portland.
GOULDSBORO. Ar 21st, schs Leopard, Bunker,
Boston; 22d, Cape Cod, Hammond, do; 23d,Rubicon,
Hammond, do.
ROCKLAND. Ar23d, schs Ocean Star, Ham,New
York ; Sea Serpent, Arey, and Pilot, Thompsou, Bos-

Commencing

on-

Hall,

JULY l*t, 1S03.
at 2

Lynn,

For 2d best collection Verbenas.
For bod six named varieties Fuschias,..
For beet three named varieties K use Idas..
For best single variety Fuschias.
For best Parlor
For 2d best Parlor Itoquct,
For lx**t Hand lt»«iuet,.
For 3d best Hand noquot.
For best Basket or Boquet Wild Flowers...
For 2d best Basket or itoquct Wild Flowers,
For best Floral Deaigu,.
For 2d bed Floral Design.
For best display of l*ausies, not less than six

Hornet.

;
1

•7,100.do.1061 1

SHAWLS,
WOOLENS,

o’clock, P. M.

Tar Fallawiag Premiums arc afferent
For best six varieties Cherries,..93 00
For l****t three varieties < 'herries. 2 00
For best single variety Cherries. 1 00
For best six varieties Strawberries. 4 00
For best four varieties Strawberries,..
8 00
For beat single variety Strawberries,
2 00
For best twelve stalks of Rhubarb. 1 00
For best single specimen Plant In Flower,. 1 00
For best New specimen worthy of uote,. 1 00
For bed display of Cut Flowers,. ft m)
For 2d best display of Cut Flowers.. 3 00
For best display of Roses,. 6 00
For br*st twelve nannd varieties Roses,
8 00
For best six namal varieties Roses,.
2 On
For best collection Verbenas,...
2 (N)

ton.
BATH. Cld 26th, brig Tangent. Tibbetts, Alexandria; sch Delaware. Richardson, do.
Sailed 26th, brigs Trindelin, Kaler, Nassau NP;
Lincoln Webb, Lloyd, Fortress Monroe.
GAKDINE1R.
Ar 18tli, schs President, White,
Pn»videiH*e; Rhode Islaiui. Kelley. New Y'ork; 19th,
Richmond, liuker, do; Spring Bird. Baker, do; 20th.
Delaware, Richardson, do; 24th, Ocean Wave, Turner, do.
Sailed 10th. schs Cherub, Bailee. and October,
Brown. New York; Mary Shields, YYaitt; Henrietta,
Blanchard, aud liOiiisa,
Boston.

..

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS,
COTTONS and DOMESTICS,
%
SUN UMBRELLAS * SHADES,
BATES GUILTS,

I '*)
8 00

200
1 00
4 iw»
2 t«)
8 00
1 00
2 00
1 00
3 00
1 00

..do.1064 |
•43,960 United States Demand Notes.105*
arietMM. 2 00
•iso Uuited States Coupons (July).108 ; For best display Carnation Piuks,. 1 00
For best display l’ickota Pinks. 1 00
•647
do.108 J
•2,780 .do.109
85.000 .do.100
Amateur UirdeMra an* respectfully requested to ;
contribute specimen* to the Exhibition.
•t.oOo United States Certificates of Indebtedness 100,
*5,090 United States Five Twenty Cou|>oii 6's
1<m>
The Secretary will be in attendance at the Hall on
980.000 American Gold.109 j Tuesday forenoon from M o'clock till 12. to make en•5.000
.do.109
tries.
Per order Executive Committee,
•6.775
.do.100
S. B. ItECkLIT, Secretary
*10,000 .do. n. I«n»i
td
June 27. 1*9.
•25.000

CLAPP'S

98 Court 8t., Corxkr

Rockland.

913.3W.do.106}

0

Dr. John C. M3 tt,

Cld 25th, brig Julia Ford, Payne, Boston; sch W H
Dennis. Lake. Salem.
NEW YORK. Ar 26th, schs Got Arnold, Atkins,
Bangor; Albert, Joncsport.
Also ar 26th, ships Southern Chief, Higgins, London 5th ult; Australia, Towart. Liverpool 13th ult;
bark Holland. YYhitc, St J ago; schs .1 W Congdon,
YY'illiams, Rio Grande April 29tli; Daniel Webster,
Hopkins. Barbadoes; C 11 Cook, Sparks, Jacmel;

BROKERS' HOARD. BOSTON, Jaur 27.
44 Eastern Railroad. 60
3 Boston & .Maine Railroad.
107
910.000 United States Coupou Sixes (1881).106
•15,000 .do.106
•10,000 United States 7 3-10 Treasury Notes.106
•74.000 .do.106 11-lb

sf Eickaags.
dtf

PHYSICIAN

ton).

Bangor.
NEWPORT.

fast

Portland, Juue 23.

and Ily Pay son, Crowell, Boston.
PHILADELPHIA. Ar 26th, bark Thomas Dallett,
Dill, Porto Cabello; brig »Scio, Wooster, Cienfuegos;
sch YY' 1* Ritchie, Fretliy, New York (and cld for Bos-

Torrey,
Empress.
Cld 26th,

arar

C ALDER WOOD k BECKETT.

26th, scha Alexandria. Hail,
Rrmidetice for Brookline Me; Floreo, llall, Dightou

doubly interesting.

Annual

ROBINSON,

•4 Middle Street,

they

In Biddeford 22d inst, Mrs Mary A, wife of Charles
Holmes, aged 90 years and 9 mos.
In Waldoboro 15th inst, Everett, son of Solomon
Achorn, aged 11 years.
In Brunswick fOth inst, of diptheria, Mark R, aged
6 years 2 miw 23 days; 17th, Frances Medora, aged 4
years 4 mos 26 days,children of Solomon E and Rachel Patterson.
In Topsham, Addie, daughter of John Crowley,
aged 6 years 1 mouth.
In the Hospital at Alexandria Va, 17th inst, of slow
fever, Sanford E Ruunells, of Co E, 3d Me Regimeht,
agd son of Jeremiah Rnnnolls, of HalloweU, aged 22
years 7 mos.
In Milton, Iowa, 14th inst, Alden Swift, son of R B
and L E Winter, and grandchild of J S Swift, of
Farmington, aged 5 years and 7 mos.
At Ship Island 15tfi ult, William II William, son of
Benjamin Witham, of Atkinson, Piscataquis Co, aged
21 years.

Sldp Forest City,

Augusta Journal learns that the
Lewiston Falls Manufacturing Company paid
a dividend of 0 per cent, on
Wednesday.
J*“Edwin Morse, aged 7 years, son of Aaron Morse of Milo, took a gun and powder
horn, unknown io his father, (his motnerbeing
absent at the time), and went out back of the
house a few roils, and there overloaded the
gun so that when he discharged the piece the
barrel burst, and a piece entered his stomach,
causing death in about one hour.—[Bangor
Whig.
jy-*The people of Farmington are to celebrate the 4th of July, by procession, oration,
raising a liberty pole, &c.
jy*The Hallowcll Gazette says. Lieutenant
Charles B. Haskell of Kent's Hill, 1st Lieut
Co. K, Maine 3d Regiment, wounded at the
battle of Fair Oaks, died at Newport News on
The

LEACH *

announce

secure the
scenery whereby
will be enabled to give entertainment* different
from the name old gtylr, that cannot be avoided by
Troupe* that appear in halls without scenery and
wardrobe. The entertainment offered will beentirely uew; original with this Troupe and performed
no otliors, as the different pieces are secured
by patent.

llth

In this city
inst. by Rev llenrv D Moore. Mr
John Turner to Miss Joanna C Brooks, both of this
citv.
fu Foxcroft 16th Inst, Augustus G Lebroke, Esq, of
F, to Miss Sarah J Hayes, of Seboc.
In Dover Me, 18th inst, (’apt Joseph S Harlow, of
Foxcroft to Miss Susan T Dunham, of Guilford.

Bath Times says that at the close
of the Universalist State Convention in that
up and presented to the venerable Seth Stetson
of Brunswick, the oldest clergyman in the de-

1STiglrts Only!

CARD.—'Die management respectfully beg leave
to
A
that they havo leased tin; above
Hall in order to
aid of

_MARRIED.

3y' The

city,

GOOD NEWSl GOOD NEWS!!

HALL.

Wednesday, TknrMlay, Friday aad Ratarday E?caia|«, Jaly 2d, 3d, 4th A. Aik.

9 PM.

Biddeford Union.

was

tions” on the occasion. She went, saw the
down ea<t lieutenant, now made more interesting than ever by the pallor of tlie sick lied, ap
pose. yet she comes forw ard with a liberal hand
plied at once to headquarters to lie admitted as | to answer the call recently made by the Sania nurse, and found the wicked Yankees w illin-j
tary Commission through Mr. Hadley, having
to oblige her even here. She now goes eael
already collected some seventy-five dollars.
We hope to enjoy the privilege at an early
day to the hospital to “soothe ills aching brow’
—has decorated Ids room with those little lux
day. Messrs. Editors, of escorting you around
uries that woman only knows ! '» to arrange
our beautiful village and tow n w hich will speak
and our young officer is comb
for themselves.
“Harmony Loduk.”
sk-k, bu
his brother officers say, rather wick. My, witl
a fair prosp-ct of a very slow
^g' The Bangor Times styles the Pacific
recovery and rc

hospital

Dutch

Tho

Richmond.

sary.
Mrs. Goddard has visited every

Winchester. Mnrtinsburg. Frederick and Bal
tirnore, and has made a list of the sick, woundoi I
and missing of the 10th Maine, since the battl

John Deering, Jr., son of Capt. John
Deering of Saco, a member of the class of 18(14
In Bowdoin College, but now connected with
the 12th regiment, accidentally fell through a
scuttle in the Custom House at New Orleans,
and was seriously if not fatally injured.
biddeford Union.
new mineral spring has recently
been discovered on Pike's Util in Norway.

the members of the fraternity, on Tuesday,
whilst they were halting in front of his house,

the lady met
visiting him

She insisted on
at tlie hospital “just to ascertain
tlie fact of his identity.” The surgeon consented, provided she made no overt demonstra-

no pay for personal services or
expenses
in that respect will be hereafter allowed, until
otherwise ordered.”

that

Deserters from the rebel camp represent that there is a vast amount of sickness in

independent hospital, as heretofore, so that tin !
probability is, the men will be scut back to tin !
hospital at Harper’s Ferry, in case an engage
ment or epidemic renders hospital care neces

him iu the cars.

date, and

any of the newspaper re|iorta of the hospitable
maimer in which Dept. Collector Ilsley treated

than submit to such treatment.

who lias the

low,” and from hatred of the Yankees, she paradoxically jumped to it* opposite, to wit.,
love at first sight.” After reaching her home,
tlie young lady made numerous efforts to dis-

Important Sanitary Mission.
Mrs. Goddard, late matron of Hospital, 10th
Maine, now by special order transferred tc
General Hospital at Harper’s Ferry, Is stopping
a few days at the Elm IXouse.
She is seeking
for common supplies for the benefit of thf
hospital at the Ferry, where one hundred ant
twenty men arc now being eared for. Cireurn
stances indicate a large increase of
patients
and Surgeon Dawson, the medical director
authorizes her to apply for aid in this emer

Hit Editoii :—I have

officers,

Maine ladies of being

inst., passed

order

an

services are discontinued from this

Esq.,

rangements could be made with this road.
A large proportion of the Masons on the line
of the road went in with their teams rather

our

Executive

The

“that the allotment agents employed in the service of the State, in obtaining the allotments of
pay for the soldiers of the Maine Regiments,
be notified by the Secretary of State that their

Gorham.

Gokuam, June 26th, 1862.

of the Crescent City, while
upper ten
riding in the cars met one of our down east

the

Mr. Jewett spoke with great power and eloquence, and closed amidst much applause.

of the Press

roads, not only carried for one
half thefusual fare, but ran extra trains, no ar-

bitter

shut their hearts against northern intrusion.
A young lady, handsome, and belonging to

did.

Correspondence

females of New Orleans

not so

the 2(>th

on

—

the 13 th iust.

various means of conveyance
to and from the city, except in regard to the

are

Fish Wardens.

sellers irom new
as a

tilth Maine Regiment, now at New Orleans, gives tlic following statement, which shows that some of the

of tiie officers of the

one

appointed

Allotment Aoexts.

Council,

and sent home.

chiefly occupied by

and is

at

It is believ-

lover, who
regiment She was promptly

Winthron Hull is strain onened

full list.

week. He was seemingly ubiquitous, always
saying and doingjust the rightthingat just the
right time, and keeping everybody de'b'hted
by his overflowing witaml good nature. When

have been

New Haven.

the

able-bodied

body’s

who know I)r. C. of the wav in which he conducted this closing pleasure of the Conference

Freeman W. Smith, Fort Fairfield, Aroos-

dis-

charged

where

Captain of thc-Favorite intended to return to
the city, and as Dr. C. had during the Conference expressed grave doubts on the subject of
miraculous “loaves and fishes,” it was thought
expedient to get on board. Our way home
was charmed by fitting
religious and patriotic
songs, and the affair closed to the complete
satisfaction of everybody.
It is almost needless ts say anything to those

Council,

viz:

entered the

soon as

generous supply of lemonade,at someexpense, was disposed of with manifest
satisfaction. It now became evident that the

ent session of the

had

as an

at 12 M.
1.46 PM. Closes at 12 M.
COUNTRY MAILS—Arrives about 6 PM. Closes at

DIED.

ed she enlisted to be with her

having

Lewiston

Four

Quebec—Closes every Friday

_

Trial Justices.—The following persons
have been appointed Trial Justices at the pres-

slavery in all their American possession. The
emancipation is to be gradual and compensated. The act goes into effect July, 18(13.
wr Com. Foote has reached his home in

ceeded in

DEERINCi

CANADA—Arrives at

Prison.

Fish Wardens—Winslow Blake, of Richmond, and N. B. Chadboume, of Madison,

that this

party found its way back to the landing place,
a

secessionism, or any
other stupidity,” not to apply.
Appointments.—The Governor, with tho
advice and consent of the Council, has appointed lion. John L. Cutter, of Augusta, and Itev.
Richard Woodhull, of Bangor, Trustees of the
Insane Hospital. William Wilson, of Rockland, is appointed Inspector of the State

and one hundred and
Some of the recruits have,

it,

in camp.
on arrival here, been discharged, as
being unsound in body or not of the military age. Several of such were mere boys. The officers
having the matter in charge an? determined

in Portland

After

those

gradually filling
filly

wounds and mutilations.

alluded

admonishes

and

who are “afflicted with

about three hundred and

now

salesmen,

of

Solomon B. Foster. Gray, Cumberland Co.
Sumner Burnham, Norway, Oxford Co.

regiment, has halt of his left hand nearly severed, and his right arm so shattered as to render amputation probable. Besides these, he

Mr.

number

GOODS.

AMUSEMENTS._ _DRY

Frids^monrfngr*.
via

A firm in St. Louis advertised for a I EUROPE,

took Co.

to

pleasantly and
briefly to onr sitting up for ourselves as a nation, and thought, that Canada ndght. get oil
likewise. He alluded ironically to the trouble
and expease they had caused the mother country, and thought with the Ismdon Times tliat
t here was danger of their being compelled to

and closed

of

cases

proprie-

tor of the soil he should come next
Osunkhirhine.

some business unfinished,
adjourned session in August No
very special importance have thus far

and hold an

man's

then, he

ever

being

island,

ors.

liot

up, there

In due time we were

nnnlnnsp

wru

in our city some of the glorious scenery of
our l*ay, and out of the funds of the trip, to aid

was

the last gentleman, hut it was evident that the gentleman’s course was actuated
l»y prejudice. The key note of his opposition
is, that he was hissed out of a Democratic
Convention; it is evident he is acting from
prejudice and not principle. Let us nominate
a man here, free from entanglement, uikjii
whom ali Democrats can unite; it is not policy nor good judgment in us to do anything to
the Dana men out.
keep
Mr. Jewett of Belfast said he regretted this
discussion, but since it had arisen.he had something to say. lie would now disclose to the
public what he had hitherto only told in private,
and give his reasons why he would not act
again with the leading traitors from whom he
had separated last year. 1 told them then that
we were as far apart as treason and loyalty;
and never again, while I had breath in my
body, would I act with a traitor or a sup|>orter
of a traitor. 1 went to Portland la-t year to
meet the State Committee, to consult relative
to a call for a convention, and I met John W.
Dana with that committee, and what did he
advise ? Why, sir, that the democratic party
of Maine adopt the policy of peace, and that
the Union army be withdrawn from beyond
the Potomac, and that the government cease
coercive measures and appoint commissioners
to reconstruct the Union. It was after our flag
had been desecrated at Sumter, and they censured the President for sending supplies to the
fort. I found leading democrats there counseling this, undone mail from Louisiana, who was
acting on the State Committee, and this man
was called upon to give his opinion as to
whether Maine could get admission into Jeff.
Davis’s Confederacy, in case of reconstruction,
and he thought she could, but only on terms
that she should have no voice in it 1 listened
to them all, and then I denounced them. I
told them that Jett Davis was n traitor; that
my Imslness hereafter should be to do all I
could to have him hung, and his supporters;
they might announce their peace policy and
their address, and 1 would meet them throughout the Slate. 1 told them that I thought, instead of being in Portland. I was in Alabama,
in the capital of Jeff. Davis's Confederacy, and
that I was ashamed of them, and blushed for
my race. The next I beard of them was in
Augusta After calling their Peace Convention. they had stolen into ours and got control
of it; and what did they do?
It came my turn to speak about six o’clock
in the evening. They said 1 shouldn’t speak,
and then I should only have live minutes, and
1 told them 1 would speak and free my mind,
and I did. I told them 1 had as lief tight treason in Maine as elsewhere.
They voted down
u resolution to supisjrt the Government in
sustaining the Constitution aud the laws, and
then we separated and nominated Gen. Jameson because he represented the idea we were
Mr

will probably leave

engaged for the occasion, left her wharf with a
goodly company. The morning was delightful, and the gladness of earth and sea and sky

opposing

for.

High Street Church.
It was our fortune to make one of a party
which, under his auspices, visited Peaks Island
yesterday morning. The object of the excursion was two-fold—to show some, of the strang-

At 9 o’clock the snug little steamer

Hr. Kimball, of Portland, said he regretted

rontclldimr

makes a very creditable appearance.
The Court will rise on the 3d of July next,hut

in buying a house for a needy
destitute part of he State.

the name of Charles D. Jameson, for renomination. A reason for throwing him overboard has been given—that a man should be
nominated by this Convention whom the Dana
Convention could adopt as (heir nominee.
Why should we do this? Who are the men
that wc should seek in this way to conciliate?
The very man who hissed me and others out
of Winthrop Hall last year. I know it; and
you know it, said Mr. P., turning to Mr. Jewett, of Belfast.
Yes, said Jewett, lend enough to be heard
throughout the hall, and I’ll see them in h—11
before I’ll act with them again.
with

time, and

as

ers

occasion, and saw in advance the
“impending crisisand not only saw it impending,” but rejoicingly welcomed that pec uliar stage of ]a>litieal gangrene, when—reversing the ordinary law of disease and recuperation,—the live and sound flesh sloughed of!
from the corrupt ami mortifying body, and
commenced a new organization upon a loyal
and patriotic basis.
It would seem from the speeches made at
Bangor, that a portion of the Convention were
in Ikvor of reunion with the old, abandoned,
effete body, while the majority, remembering
the cause of their separation, resisted all such
tendencies, and renewed their oath to make
tlie separation a finality. The following rich
report wc clip from the Bangor Whig:
John A. Peters,
Es<j., of Bangor, remarked
that as it was about time to proceed to nominate a candidate for Governor, he would sug-

U’uN

the snow wreaths cluster around
their brows. Such a man is Dr. Chickering,

men

some

of the

that

Thin

erset and Knox Dockets an? now finished, and
the Conrt is now upon the Lincoln Docket—

warmer

Exciting and Spicy Speeches.
Our loyal Democratic friends in ther Convention at Bangor, seem to have hiid re-kindled
the old fires that burned so fiercely at Winthrop Hall last August, when, prohalily for the
first time in Maine, Union sentiments were
hissed by professing Democrats, and the Stars
and Stripes were sneered at and derided. We
were a witness of the
irrepressible eon flirt"
on

(would there were
more) with whom the passing years seem to
bear all their freight of kindly and mellowing
influences, and whose hearts grow larger and
are

Bangor Times that the
Press is—or should be—regularly mailed to its
address, every day.
the

assure

Past Ofliee Mall Arraagemsat*.
WESTERN—Arrives at 12.40 and 8 1*M. Closes at
7 45 AM and 2 PM.
EASTERN—Arrives at 1.4ft PM. Closes at 12 M.
STEAMBOAT MAIL—Arrive*# from East port Me, 8t
John NB and the British Provinces, Tuesday and
Closes Mondays and Thursdays
Ptrtlnadi

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.

UASII

Are

invited to

an

BUYERS,

examination

of this Stock before

buying

C.
June 28.

cdlw

k. BABB.

MATTERS ABOUT TOWN.

worthy
Cotnmisssioner, for energy displayed in
putting our highways into good condition. We
noticed yesterday quite a little aruiy of laborers engaged in that (audible undertaking, and
felt that with the city, as with men, cleanliCleanly Streets.—Thank* to the

Street

ness

is next to Godliness.”

“When VEnoritR clothes tiie fertile
Vale.”—Wc were very agreeably surprised
to receive a boquet of charming (lowers at the
bands of a lady friend, yesterday, for which we
would tender our most cordial thanks. We
noticed among them a very beautiful pink, of
We shall call it the pink of perrare species.
fection.
An Evangelical Horse Race.—At a
meeting of the General Conference of Maine,
held on

Thursday forenoon last, the absence of
the brother delegate from Piscataquis County
was adverted to, and the following reasons
given for his non-appearance. It seems that
the good brother formerly rejoiced in the possession of a horse, which, having become worn
out by the frequency of the “good man’s” tours
across the broad acres of Piscataquis, suddenly
“up and died.” Things being shown in this
light, an unasked for sympathy immediately
manifested itself, and tokens of respect were
deposited on the table by the generous congregation.
An excursion having been planned, for the
pleasure of the visiting clergy, who might wish
a trip among the beautiful Islands of Casco
Bay, it was resolved to inform the proprietor
of the steamer Favorite, that a minister was in
want of a horse. This was done; and in that
liberal spirit so peculiar to the denizens of
Portland, that gentleman proposed to take the
party at the usual fare, and refund for the benefit of the county of Piscataquis one-half of
the proceeds derived by him from the party.
Thus finished the clerical horse-race, a horserace dlfjering from the usual run of races In
very many essential particulars, inasmuch as
in one, what one loses another gains, and in
The other, what one party loses proves to be a
mutual gain. The horse will be duly forwarded.
Meeting in Am of Sick Soli>ikrs.—Mrs.
A. A. Goddard, who since October last has
acted as a nurse to dur Maine troops, will give
a free lecture at the New City Hall, on Monday
evening, the 30th inst., on the wants of our
soldiers in the field and hospital.
A contribution, for the purpose of procuring

hospital supplies,

will be taken up.

Gov. Washbchn—thk“4th.”—In the published programme for the 4th of July Celebration in this city, Gov. Washburn is announced
A JJ--

__1

4

..

say that, while the Governor will be here, and
has consented to take part in the festivities at

City Ilall, he will not deliver a fi>nnal-oration, but will,with several other gentlemen, address the assemblage briefly on the occasion.
the

The purpose of the Committee is to relieve the
celebration from all unnecessary stiflliess, and
instead of having one long speech, to have several short, ones.

Jamaica alias Sol.—The concentrated
essence of sunshine was thrown upon the. public yesterday, as was shown by the parboiled
features of many a “fat man." Bonnets and
boquets wilted, and many a sigh of extra exertion floated upon the sultry air.
Good

coming.—The lovers of Ethiepean minstrelscy and genuine fun, will be
sure to read the notice of entertainment' to
be given by the Morris Brothers, in another
time

column.

The

Troupe

is

preceded by an

en-

viable reputation.
Pickpockets.—Two of these interesting

specimens
depravity arrived at the Grand
Trunk Depot yesterday afternoon, by the 2
o’clock train, and were soon noticed in the
crowd amusing themselves by fingering the
folds of ladies dresses, evidently in search of
plunder. They were recognized and pointed
out to the police, who followed them to the P.
S. & P. Depot, but the moment they saw the
officers they went into the ladies’ room, where
they were arrested. They were then escorted
to the watch house, where they were detained
until the Boston boat was about to leave, when
they were put on board, the officers of the
boat having been informed of their character.
They gave their names as Win. Pratt and
Geo. Harding, though the former gave a false
name, as he is a notorious character, liuniliarly
of

known

as

“

Ned Frail."

Auricular.—Thursday night,
o’clock, the watchmen picked up a
street,

so

about
man

12

in the

far under the influence of nil

spirasleep. Somebody or something bad been chawing at one
of his ears, which was partially gone, and
his (iice badly bruised. He was taken to
the watch house, kept through the night, and
it* that consciousness itself was

when sobered off

found unable to tell how
or when he became shortened in his auricular

appendages.
charged.
y

was

He

was

admonished and dis-

Harper's Monthly.—The July number of
this popular magazine presents a rich table of
contents, and its illustrations—particularly the
comic—are exceedingly felicitous. We are indebted for a copy to Augustus Robinson, 51
Exchange Street, who has it for sale.
a

tf“We noticed yesterday upon our streets,
singular machine, by which to test ones’
nrDk

>

Aotst 1M.„

J*

1

R

a

result,

the average pow-

shown reaching as high as one hundred
and forty-three. One tall fellow from the
country allowed that he’d like to take a pull
er

at the darned

thing,

but wouldn’ rest

it, for
gear.”

might pull the confounded box out of
At last, being persuaded to take holdt,” he
made what he called a
yank ”—and pulling
the Box ou to the ground, merely turned
to the bystander, saying,“I’m from Oxford
County, and am accounted the weakest boy
there. Any of you like to rastle ?”
he

Colonization.—The Annual Meeting of
the Maine Colonization

Society took place at
High Street Church on Thursday evening.
The Corresimnding Secretary, Rev. J. O. Fiske
t,f Bath, read a report, which gave an encouraging view of the present condition and future prospects of the Colonization cause. The
feature of the evening, however, was an ad-

dress by Rev. Mr. Blyden of Liberia,

a

native

Islands, who gave a glowcolony of Liberia, its climate, soil, fertility, prodiu'tious, and adaptedness to become the happy home of the black
man, who, in our beautiful land of equality, is
so degraded and down-trodden.

of the West India

ing

account of the

A Pugilistic

Cubtomkb.—Yesterday

af-

ternoon, policeman Davis arrested a man named George Coburn, on Hancock Street, for
disturbance of the peace, and for a brutal assault upon a peacable colored man named Lee.

Coburn turned upon the officer, and was assisted in his assault by an ugly customer named

Augustus Penny. One of them was securely
lodged in tlie Watch House, and the hounds
of justice” an; on the track of the other.
CyFrank Leslie’s Illustrated, and IIar|sT"s
Weekly, for July 5th, an* received and for salt;
by Augustus Robinson, 51 Exchange Street.
They are cajHtaliy illustrated.

TELEGRAPHIC
TO THE

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

the

Daily I’hkss.
Cy^Quitc a smart shower passed over this
city last evening, accompanied by vivid flashes
of lightning and heavy peals of thunder.
Municipal Court.

Friday, June 27.
The court opened this morning with the case
Deehan, who, with a naturally ardimt
temperament, rendered still more ardent by
the use of ardent liquors, was called to answer
for a transgression of the law, relating to the
use thereof of such things, and it
having been
clearly proven that a boisterous manner characterized his conduct subsequent to itnbibar
tion, His Honor deemed it prudent to inflict
wholesome and salutary restraint, to the tune
of $8.42, which amount being passed over, the
offender was allowed to mix in again with the
busy scenes of out-door life. We hope that
of John

this second lesson may not prove to be but the
precursor to a third.
Go, and sin no more.”

Samuel Dyer, hack-driver, having charged
an illegal fee, wras summoned before
Judge

Lane, who,

after a

patient hearing, adjudicated

upon the case, rendering a verdict in favor of
law and, the City Treasury, to the amount of
$20 and costs. Respondent appealed to the

July

term of the 8. J. Court.
We cannot forbear making

a

few remarks In

We feel that unless prompt action is taken, upon the part of those who are
called to administer the law in such cases, that
many opportunities will from time to time be

connection.

improved

upon by certain parties, to obtain
additional and unlawful fees from strangers
and others not “posted up” in this matter—
thus

casting indirectly an odium upon those of
our carriage drivers, who have ever acted
upon the old motto:
“Honesty is the best policy.”
The next case occupying the attention of the
Court, was that of a truant lad .whose name we
will not disclose, through respect for his mother.
This lad, being arrested also upon the
charge of vagrancy, was sent by His Honor to
the Itefonn School, there to remain
during his
minority.
Now, let us say to the naughty boys of Portland, that unless they wish to board out for
many years, they must lie attentive to their
duties as scholars, disdaining to act as truants,
and endeavoring to keep in mind the old device of “Excelsior." Truants,—officer Cole has
his eye upon you. Look sharp.
An act of trespass was now brought before
the Court, the parties implicated being residents of Cape Elizabeth, at which place the
tres)»ass was committed. The party bringing
the suit was the owner of a line grazing land,
under the tall grass,” the interstices of which
were filled with blushing strawberries.
Who
rlrwifl

nut

liL'o

elrnu-lumd/.i, 9

\U.,II

a...,.

gentlemen charged with the misdemeanor, feeling anxious to get a few of the ripe red fruit,
iir their over-anxiety forgot their
neighbor’s
grass, and before long much of it lay low.
His Honor considered It right under the circumstances to inflict a nominal line of one dollar and costs, which was evaded
one

by

through

a

misnomer.

room, some one whistled

As we

party
left the Court

—

meuL

Religions Notices.
Rev. Harvey Ileraey sill preach at Mechanics' Hall
for the Second PniverSalist
Society, to-morrow afSeats free
no

RESIGNATION OF QEN. HAMILTON.

Gen. Fremont Relieved from Command 11

servioes at tho Park Street Church

to-morrow.

Installation of the Rev. Joseph F. levering, of
Boston, wilt take place on Wednesday next, in the
evening: the sermon by Rev. William R. Alger, of
The

The Battle at James Island.

New York, June 27.
It is stated that Gen. Benham is under arrest
with orders to report to Washington.
It is stated that Gen Hunter left James Island
on the 12th iast., leaving Benham in command,
with orders to make no advance toward Charleston without reinforcements or further orders.
It was rejiorted by deserters that the whole
rebel force at Seeessionville was but two battalions with six guns mounted and seven more
ready for use.
The reconnoissance was made on the 16th.
Gen. Stevens with 4000 men was to make an
attack at daybreak while Gen. W right and Col.
Williams with 3000 more were to support him.
Some how the movement was delayed an hour,
and as our troops rushed up the plain field they
were in broad day and were met by a murderous
fire of grajie and canister. Two regiments only
reached the front and they were much cat up.
The 8th Mich, and the 70th N. Y. The 28th
Mass, regiment broke and scattered and the 46th
N. Y. did little better. The first two drove the
gunners from the guns and some even penetrated the work, bat the other regiments failing to
support them they had to retire after holding
the battesy 20 minutes. In the meantime, Col.
Williams coming to the support was seperated
by a marsh from the fort and exposed to a severe
cross fire from some rebel guns in the woods.—
His troops, the 3d N. H. and 3d R. I. regiments,
fought nobly and met with considerable loss.
For three-fourths of an hour not a gun was
fired from the fort, and the prompt presence of
a few hundred men would have carried it, but
they were not there and the troops retrired.
The above is a dispatch to the New York Express.
Another account confirms the above in the
main bat states that the 28th Mass, did well.
It gives onr losses at killed 64, wounded 366,
missing 124.
Our camp is now within range of the gunboat’s fire in safe condition.
Entrenchments are being thrown up ahd reinGen. Brannan's troops,
forcements awaited.
numbering 20,000, have arrived from Key West
at James Islaud, but our forces must be largely
reinforced before operations are resumed.
Rebel troo|is are constancy arriving and preparations for the defence of Charleston are extenA Beaufort letter states the loss of the 3d N.
II. was 106 killed and wounded; Mich. 8th, 300.
The same letter asserts that Com. Dupont
says he can take Charleston with five gunboats,
and will run bv Fort Sumter and the other fortifications without the loss of more than two
vessels, and with the others shell the city.
A letter from an officer of the 48th N. Y. regiment gives the aggregate losses as follws: 28th
Mass, regiment, killed 8, wounded 42, missing
24; 79th N. Y. regiment, killed 6, wounded 80,
missing 40; 48th N. Y. regiment, killed 5,
wounded 14. missing 11; 7th Cunn., killed 13,
wounded 75, missing 2; 7th and 8th Michigan
regiments total loss 189—total loss of all 877.

The New York

Herald, 27th, publishes a
letter giving the particulars of reconnoissancc
by Capt. Keenan, with two companies of Pa.
cavalry, to James river on Saturday.
He found that Gen. Henry A. Wise held a
position opi»*itr Fort Darling with his command of 5000 troops, forming the extreme
right of the rebel unny. The pickets of the
rebels reached along the river kink several
miles below, ami as they were

clesoly (tooted
hazard the proba-

Capt Keenan determined to
bility of capture and go on Itoard the Galena
alone, which he successfully accompished and
returned safely.

A letter in the Times says Gen. McClellan
has directed the issue of rations of dried
apples. potatoes and pickles. The whiskey rati.in
is stopped and the troops are furnished with
hot cotfee immediately after revielle. An order has also been issued
prohibiting the disinterment of bodies.

8 a s FuaScisco, June 22.
The Union Convention called by the Republican State Central Committee met at San Francisco on the I7th, and nominated John Swott of
San Francisco, Superintendent of Public Instruction. No other State officers are to be
elected this year. The interest centres in the
ebuioe of members of the Legislature, who elect
a United Sutes Senator.
The Union Democrats will nominate their candidate by their State Central Committee. They
wffl make vigorous efforts to secure the control
of the next Legislature.
The Urecksnridge Democrats propose to abandon their organization.
The Unite! States steamer Wyoming Bailed today for Manila. The steamer Golden Age sailed
for Panama to-day. She takes 170 passengers
aad £4,200,000 in treasure for New York, and
#200,000 for England.
Oregon dates are to the 12th. There had been
another great freshet, doing serious damage to
the valley jiorfiens of that State. The business
portion of Portland was innunrated. Crowds
of miners had commenced returning from Salmon river.
They represent that district as of
limited extent and overcrowded. The total
number of men who have emigrated from CaJifordia and British Columbia since the year commenced, is estimated at 20,000.
Southern Items.

Mkmi’Uis, June 23.

The Railroad from Columbia, Ky., to this
is now in operation, and in a day or two
there will be railroad communication to Corinth
and from thence to Huntsville, Ala. Enough
rolling stock has been secured to commence operations with.
liver 1500 persons have taken the oath of allegiance since the occupation of this place.
AH is quiet at Corinth. That point will be
garriaoned by two Divisions, and it is repored
that Gen. Halleck will return to St. Louis very

city

soon.

he has excellent autoritv for stntimr that

The bill to carry into effect the recent slave
treaty with Great Britain, which passed the
Senate, creates three J udges with a salary of
$2,500 each, and three arbitrators.
Hon. Trueman Smith is already designated
aa J udge at New York.
The steamer Philadelphia from Beaufort, and
the Ersossou from Key West 18th, and Port
Uoyal 23d, have arrived.
The Ericsson brings 181 passengers, Including Gen. Benham and staff, and 51 soldiers,
who were wounded in the late
engagement on
James Island near Charleston.
The U. S. troops under (ten. Benham made
an attack on the morning of the ltith inst., and
were repulsed after four hours hard
lighting,
with a loss of 008 in killed, wounded and miss-

ing-

The Mieh. 5th had hut 250 men left on roll
call. The 70th N. Y. suffered severely.
The Union troops were obliged to retreat
under cover of the gunlxtats.
Col. Perry of the 47th N.

Y., died
Pulaski, June 18th, of apoplexy.

at Fort

New York, June 27.
The Newbem Progress ol the 21st reports
that tlie rebels at Kingston amt Goldsboro are
liviug on half rations, and also that they were
Jrtwpiently deserting. Their force is small.
The reix*l pickets had burned Tnscarora ami
destroyed a portion of the railroad.
It is
that 15 rebels were killed at
Flaherville by the explosion of a shell thrown
by one of our gunboats, which did not buret
when it first struck.

reported

Memphis,

June 25.

Tint Little Uock Democrat says there are
in Ai kausos, ten or twelve thousand Kederals scattered over a large extent of country.
The largest hotly, numbering 5000 or 0000, are
in the vicinity of Batesvillc.
The latest advices say they have crossed
White river and are now retreating towards
now

Missouri.

Philadelphia, June 27.
The remains of Col. Ellet of the ram fleet,
in
in
state
lying
Intlependenee Hall. The
flags in the -ity are at half mast. They will
lx- interred with military honors this afternoon
at Laurel Hull.
are

gier

CapL

reported that Gen. Hunter ordered the
brigade to James Island, but several officers refusing to accompany the contrabands, the
project was abandoned.
Two surgeons were sent home in the Ericsson
by Gen. Hunter, for refusing to act as Brigade
Surgeons to the negro regiment.
As (hr as heard from to-day at the War Deall was quiet in every direction.
partment,
Information from Shenandoah Valley, received
from other than official sources, leads to belief
that Jackson’s troo)>s have not in force returned
from the point at which they were last seen by

Speculations concerning him are
One that he is repairing
damages,—preparing to secure wheat and rya
of
the
which
are represented to be
crop
valley,
good.
Reports that abound that the enemy is occutroops.

various among them.

between Manassas and Strasany force, is untrne. There may howbe rebel pickets at settlements heretofore

pyinginthe country
burg

temporarily occupied by oar troops.
It is now stated shat Gen. liosencrani takes
command of Gen. Pope’s command, instead of
Hamilton’s Division.
Sentence of Mail Bobbers.

Basoor, June 27.

At the U. 8. District Court this evening, Andrew J. Sargent was sentenced to ten years in
the State Prison, Josiah Sargent to nine years,
and Charles Allen ten years, tor robbing the
North Berwick Post Office in April last. Also
George Whittier eight years, for robbery at
Readfield in May last. They all plead guilty.
Government Arrests.
St. Leris, June 27.
Balmore A Webber, extensive music dealers
and publishers, were arrested to-day by the
Provost Marshal, and committed to the military
prison and their establishment closed for selling
secesh music.
XXXVII

Caneney Question.
York, in 1861, borrowed

million dollars upon its seven per cent,
in anticipation of the State tax, to provide for the public defence. The money was
raised for the purpose of equipping
troops.—
The bonds mature on the 1st of July, and

while the State pays other debts then maturing in specie, the comptroller proposes to
meet these bonds in currency.
The

presidents

when

subscribing, to suppose that these bonds
paid in the same way as others,
that they could then have invested their

and

money in mverument stocks at much less than

The comptroller replies that the loan
made for the United
if

desired,
States; it is

in

The bill to prevent the members of Congress
from takiDg nny consideration for procuring
any offices from the Government, was taken up.
The bill provides that any members of Congrass
or officer of the Government committing such
offence, will l>e liable to indictment tor misdemeanor, and if convicted, will suffer a fine not
exceeding one thousand dollars and imprisonment not exceeding two years and will be afterwards disqualified for holding office under the
United States, and such contracts to be void at
the option of the President. Tbe bill was amended so as to apply to those, who for any reward,
comfiensation or consideration, give any contract, office or place, and then passed.
Tbe committee of Reference on the bill for the
negotiation of the Navy Department, have
agreed to itThe confiscation bill was taken up.
After a long discussion tbe Senate adjourned.
HOUSE.
The House resumed the consideration of the
bill providing indemnity for losses of property
by loyal citizens by troupe of the United States.
Mr. Nowell spoke in favor of the bill.
The morning hour having expired, the subject

[Missed

States,

and is to be

paid by handing

the tax just

over

it

as

He also says:—
“1 also admit that when von took the bonds
you bad no reason to expect that they would
not be paid in specie if desired. But you will
also admit that you had no reason to
expect
the banks, to which they were mostly issued
would suspend specie yayments while their
vaults wen- full of specie, nor that the United
•States would make irredeemable Treasury
notes a legal tender in payment of the tax
upon which they were issued.”

find in case another loan were offered, that the
decision in this case might have more to do
with the

facility of negotiation than he
allow—[Boston Advertiser.

is now

A fleet of sseamers with supplies for General
Curtis’ army has arrived, and will be escorted
up White river. Ark., by a strong guard.
Major Park sand Aldermen Robinson, Filgrnoe
and Hurlbut have taken the oath of allegiance
but the remainder of the Board hung back.—
Our troops have visited Moultrie Comity, Miss.
Geo. Bragg was to take command at Vicksburg on the 19th.
Gen. Schuyler Hamilton has resigned on account of ill health, and will be succeeded by
Gen. Rosecrans.
It is reported that there are 23,000 troops at
Vicksburg, under Bragg and Pillow.

Vicksburg

to

Mr. Edwards reported a bill relating to tbe
trust funds of tbe Indian tribes invested by the
Government in State bonds abstracted from the
Interior Department. It provides that the Government shall credit the Indians with the amount
originally invested for them in the bonds, and
the payment of interest hereafter, at 5 per cent.
A resolution was adopted for the arrest of
Michael ('. Murphy «f New Turk, that he may
be brought hither to answer for contempt in refusing to appear before the Judiciary Committee in the ease of Benjamin Wood.
Adjourned
to Monday.
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The Grenada Appeal says that Vicksburg will
be held at all sabritices, and that all non-coinbattants have been sentjaway.
The Vicksburg Citixen says the rebel foroe at
Tupello has been greatly increased, and their
camps much improved. The Citizen publishes
a letter from the Lieutenant
commanding the
gunboat Winona to to the authorities of Rodney warning them if the Federal trausj>orU are
fired upon from the batteries erected at or near
that point, the same punishment will be visited
upon that town which the city of Grand Gulf
received. To which Gen. Lovell replied that his
batteries are located at the best point, and that
he shall fire when he pleases.
Official War Gazette.

TOrder relieving Gen. Fremont from command.]
War Department, June 27, lstia.
Maj. Gen. John C. Fremont having requested

to be relieved from the command of the first army corps of the Army of Virginia, because as
he says, th» position assigned to him by the appointment of Maj. Gen. Pope as Commander-inChief of the army of Virginia, is subordinate
and inferior to those heretoiore held by him,and
to remain in the subordinate command now assigned would, as he says, largely reduce his rank
and consideration in the service; it is ordered,
that Maj. Gen. John C. Fremont be relieved from
command; that Brig. Gen. Rufus King be, and
is hereby assigned to the command of the first
army corps of the army of Virgiuia in place of
Gen. Fremont, relieved by order of the President.
Kdwin M. Stanton,
(Signed)
Secretary of War.

Washington Items.

Washtnoton, June 27.
The treaty made through Minister Cowin
loaning eleven million dollars to Mexico, has, it
is understood, been sent to the Senate by the
President. The delay in the presentation of this
treaty has, it is thought, been owing to the reluctance of the President to submit a project so
directly at variance with the recent action of the
Senate upon the subject of Mexican affairs,while
at the same time he has not felt willing to withhold it from their action, should a disposition
now exist to change our line of policy and take
a direct part in the affairs of Mexico, to which
this tresty according to report would commit.
Alter the adjournment of the House: to-day,
the following notice was read front the clerk’s
desk: "A meeting of the conservative members
who arc in favor of prosecuting the war for the
Union, sitd in favor of maintaining the Constitution and opposed to the seditious aud destruc-

8; Havana?.
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EATON BOARDING SCHOOL,

FOR

ROYS.

KENT’S HTT.T.,

—

treated to

as brilliant an entertaiameut in the
musical line as the most fastidious ear eould
desire. It were impossible for us to convey au
idea of the style, the skill and the time in
which some of the most difficult pieces were

HEAD FIELD, MU!

of this Institution will
TIIE

ability

of L. M. Gotts-

the most delicate and

please

Swamps
If any of

suscepti-

our

on

Hills.

citizens desire to see how

on

at the excavation now

Spring street, above

street has lieou laid here, from

forth streets,

across

making

Clark.

Spring

what has

A
to

for

new

This is
can bo

u

Family School, and the beat of reference

given,

June 36th,

l’lease sent for a Circular.
II. M. EATON k SON, Proprietors,
AMOS H. EATON, Principal.
LLEWELLYN A. LL'CE, Assistant.
1862.
d2w

Trout & other Fishing Tackle.
Guua, Hi
r*. Revolv-uks, CtrTLkuY and
SrouTiKu Gonna generally.
ALSO,
n

Repairing

and Stencil

Cutting attended to

G. L.
edtf

HAILEY,

42 EXCHANGE

as

Ceraer ef Pearl

STREET.

ad

mould, from eight to twelve inches thick; then
distinct layer of drift material, about eight
inches thick, comi>oscd of what was once
white sand, now discolored by the water per-

superincumbent

earth, and intermixed with earth and u large
number of pebbles, principally of white quartz.
Below this drift is a sedimentary deposit of
white sand, so free from |H'bhles, as to In*
suitable for making mortcr for the cellar wall
without silling. This sand is'about two feet
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merchants,
DEALE**

WHOLESALE

Books on hand and made to order,
of every variety of style and ftnUh. From oar
long
experieaoe, we are enabled to oSbr to the trade and
our customers brtter barpaint in
quality aad prices,
Premium Blank

IB

FLOUR, CORN AND PRODUCE,

than

PORTLAND.
June 23.

Is selected with the greatest care from the beet Fori
elgu and American Houses, and embraoea every article needed for public off ore.
Coanting Bouses and
private uses, and at foam* prices.

eodtf

WILLIAM (

APEX,

PAINTER,

ROOK

Of every variety, quality and price, embracing all
styles of gold papers manufactured, together with a fall stock of Batina, median* and common papers—the largest stock to be (band in tbk
market, at lowest market prices. School Books of
every kind in use at wholesale prices.

I1EALE,

PAINTED,

HALL L. DAVIS,
61 Evensson Braarr

MB.

Portland Jane

WK. O. BECKETT,

HALE,

Merchant Tailor,

Law,

at

1ST, MIDDLE ST.,

BUIDGTON, MAINE.
Has

Prompt

given

attention

mauds.

to the collection

prepared himself by selections from the Hew
Styles of floods recently Imported in Hew York and
Boston, to meet the reqaiaemrau of his customers

of all do-

and the

Perry, Oxford,
11.1\ ihMMie. bq„ Portland,
D. W. Femodfs, Ei*|., Portland,
dkwlw
Luthor Billings, Eft)., Bridgton.
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Marble, Pree Stone, Soep Stone,

Marble Chimney Pieces. Monumental Work
and
Grindstones.

ABDBBW T. DOLE.

The excavation for the cellar exposes the following strata,—first, a rich, black vegetable

colating through

Work.

THOMPSON,

usual.

Dan-

Emery’s Swamp, which lies between these
streets, and holds in the spring and fall a pond
of water several feet deep, in some parts of it.

ixjtiNDs n*»t Tobe«so-i lb. Ml
*100 do. Nectar Lx at
1000 do. Mxnuox’a oiuidoia Natural Lsa».
"
*600 do. Faroe or Fluvaria
•»
600 do. J’rT Larr—Ifcir article,
SoUing Cheap, by WM. ALLEN, Jr.,
Wo* U * I* Exchange Street
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swamps may be formed on the tops of high
hills, they can have an excellent opportunity,
cellar
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executed, nor indeed would It become us to
individualize any of the performers, suffice it
tc say that this has proved to the public of

by looking

Marble

SECOND Ql'ARTKK of the Summer Session

33 aud by auction

Gottsciiaxk’8 Grand Concert.
The
fashion of Portland assembled en masse last
evening at tho New City Hall, and were there

Portland the eminent

PORTLAND,

No*. 13 A 15

TOBACCO.
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Engineer's office,
Tuesday the 8th day of .Inly
next, for the removal of the Piles or Dolphins in the

rr.ol

Freight* to IJvcrpool firmer; cotton nominal; flour
3s; grain lOall.l in bulk and ship* bag*.
M ool firm; sale* 10,000 lbs tiue fleece at 48, and 400
bales Cape at 27&20.

chitlk to

YORK STREET,

Chime*

Foraale by WM. ALLEN, Jr.,

Sugar Refinery,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

10,76@11,00.

mess

FIRE-WORKS.

ntaoriment of Free-Work*.
A LARGE
Lantern*, American Flag*, A*.

JOHN B. BROWN A
SONS,

POKTLABD,

Cut meats more active; sales 0,86 packages.
Bacon, sides more active; sales 560 hexes at 5j.
Lanl firmer; sates 1913 bbls at 7[@8J. Butter quiet.
Whiskey heavy and drooping.
(sugars firm; Now Orleans 7}@8|; muscovado 6Jg

__

on

New York Markets

@8,76; prime

Perl la ad. Me.
Je28*f

_

|IVIlO

England.

be received bv the Committee
PROPOSALS
Streets, Side-Walks and bridges, at the Civil
until

Stock Market,

Cotton firmer, sales 1800 bales at 371.
Hour 5 higher; Superfine State 4,:tr,d4,fiO; Extra
State 4,?5@4,HG; Hound Hoop f lliiofi,10oo.2t); Sil|tertine Western 4.366.4,40; common to good extra western 4,7004,96; Southern Mrinrr; mixed to good 6,30
td’6,76: fanev and extra&,<KKa£.7&; Canada oc better;
extra 4,7O@ii,20.
Wiles I i/i2 c better, Chicago spring 1,01341,09; Itacinc spring 1.06; Milwaukee club 1,00u 1,12; amber
Iowa anil Wisconsin 1.1361.131; winter red western
1,21.0.1,22; white Indiana I .‘-lore 1.20
Corn 1 c higher, sales 109.'«m buseets; old mixed
Western 64666; new do. 49<o521; unsound do 43«j
48; yellow western 58.
Oats unchanged.
Beef dull; sales lOObbls.
Pork firmer, 1460 bbls. mess It ,00611,25; Prime 8,02

FIRS CRACKERS.

Oft A BOXES No. 1 Gold Chop Fire Cracker,,
wwv 160,000 Torpedoe*, No. 1.
For aale by WM AI.LEN, Jr.,
Nob. U A 16 Exchange Street.

|

Quick despatch and the highest going rates offered.
Apply to GEORGE II. STARR,
No. 90 Exchange Street.
Portland, June 27, 1S02.
lw

American Gold, 1091; Treasury 7 3-10.10T,|: I'nited
States Sixes DM, registered, 1.08J; California 7s, 97;
second board stocks arc lower, with a moderate busi-

be Held.

__

to

Coal Freights.
hi

__Noe.
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HEAD Of MERRILL’8 WHARF,

The banks insist that the honor of the State
is afibeted by the proposed payment in currency ; but this the comptroller does not admit. We apprehend, however, that he might

IN

CsMMrelal Street,

was

collected.

or Fruit la the
market, Ibr Me by
WM. ALLEN, Jr.,
13 A It
Exchange Street.

Corn, Flour and Grain,

paid,

currency of the United
held by banks and may be paid in
the currency furnished by the banks; that it
was made in anticipation of a
tax, and will be

ORAKGES ard lejcors.

webb a go.,

DRALKUB
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over.

Gen. Lew Wallace and Staff left here yes tarGen. McC'lernard is still

day for their homes.
at Jackson, Tenn.
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Portland, June 23.1*B.
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Tor sale by WM. AI.LEN. J>.,
__Mo*, lj A It Exchange Street

Of th*» Mont Desirable Pattern,

the

Department.

was

AXI> IUUURI

RUT1!

20ft

GENTS* FURNISHING
GOODS,

par.

June 27.

The Senate passed a resolution calling on the
President for the report of Joseph Holt and
Robert Dale Owen, if not incom]>atible with the

leading banks have

RUTfl 1

Fashionabte Clothiers*,

Would not be

KFVATK

Mr. Sumner made a speech in favor of the
House bills, contending chat they were entirely
free front all constitutional objections
A bill was passed authorising the Superintendent of Public Printing to print and sell for cost
the copies of public documents ordered by the

of several

addressed him upon the subject, urging that
the subscribers for the stock had no reason

willing

CONGRESS—First Session.

Washirotor,

bonds,

merchandise.

TVCKEB A U'LIISTDU,

one

New York, June 27.
executed to-day for
Adame of ship Lammer-

was

It is
negro

ever

the

Sy* The Biddeford Union says that Capt.
Cowan of Company 1,1st Maine Cavalry, lately at home on a visit to his fiunily, in that city,
returned to his command last Monday.
A

it is reported that the President has accepted
Gen. ghields' resignation.

our

hill,
percolating through
ground,
thus keeping the basin in tills vicinity (tiled
with water and converting it, in wet seasons,
into a pond. This swamp, and also that North
of Spring street, is about one hundred and fifty
feet above tide level, in our harbor, yet water
may be found in both, in our dryest seasons;
but the process of improvement in the vicinity is yearly lessening the qdautity, both on
*
Brainhall’s and Munjoy hills.
from

ness.

The Tribune’s Washington correspondent

says

the murder of

the

*Hi—

CARDS.

^BUSINESS

prevents the surface water, which fails upon

The State of New

Various Matters.

The negro Hawkins

deep, and below it is a sedimentary deposit of
clay or hard pin gravel, as it is commonly called, which latter is impervious to water, and

to-day.

public service.

Mr. J. S.

LATEST BY EVENING PAPERS.

upon his duties

sively making.

Boston.

Loveland will close bis present engage,
hu nt with the- Spiritual Association to-inorrow.
lectures at Sons of Temperance Hall will commence
at 3 and 7j P. M.

tive schemes of the abolitionists, is called to
meet in the Uall of the Houseof Representatives
to-morrow, (Saturday) at 1 o'clock, P. M., by
order of the Committee.”
Mr. Fessenden towards the close of the proceedings in the Senate to-day, urged prompt action upon the measures pending, and stated that
if this course should not be pursued, the Senate
might be left without a quorum. He mentioned
in this connection that Senators were already
leaving the city, and that one from California
and another from Minnesota, had departed. He
alluded to Senators Latham uml Rice.
Senator Lane of Kansas, remarked that he
too was desirous of an return to that State, but
would remain to vote on the confiscation bill,
which is now before that body. In the House
the number necessary to constitute a quorum is
obtained without a regard to the non represented States, but in the Senate a majority of the
Senators from the 34 States is necessary for that
purpose, in otheu words 33 members. The eutire
number of elected Senators on the roll cf that
body is 42, including the name of Johnson of
Tsnn.
Parson Brownlow was among the visitors to

Congress to-day.
Gen. Pope entered

From California.

A postscript to the letter ofCapt
Warren,
published in another column, says the prize
steamer Gordon is thought to he worth from
$150,000 to $200,000. Capt. Warren, if we are
correctly informed, belongs iu Pittston, in this
State. We made his acquaintance at a public
Union meeting in Gardiner, last fall, over
which he presided, and though we had no idea
that he was to enter the service, we did not
fail to discover that he was a man of true gritHe is quite a distinguished member of the Masonic fraternity, in its highest form of
develop-

There will be

PREPARATION FOR TI1E DEFENCE
CIIA R L.ESTON I

“Jimjhtton.”

Messrs. Howard & Strout for Defence.

ternoon.

GEN. BENDAM UNDER ARREST!

SMART FIGHTING AT SECESSIONVILLE!!

I the evidence already taken before tne Judiciary
and a handle similar to that of a coal shovel.
Cora, in the case of Ben. Wood is stronger than
that on which Senator Bright was
The highest number marked was two hundred
expelled,
and that Wood's expulsion is certain. Others,
and fifty. Various degrees of strength were
however, who heard the testimony, speak less
applied to der machine,” and many different positively.
numbers marked the

1

Bro. Felch had been fully posted
when he credited an item in relation to the
Bath ship-yards to the Evening Times, he
would have, knowu that it was an estray from

£^"lf

com-

MORRISON
96, Maikvt Square.
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The Bride's Farewell.
Farewell! it is a little word.
Yet lllltd with bitter throbs of pain,
When forced from lov’ ig lips that part,
Never, perchance, to neet again.
Twite thu^ wo part'll— a ou to roam
Where'er our oonnt*/'e banner led,
And I to linger in a 1 onie
Whose sunlight with ttiy presence fled.

I wait thy coining, when once more
Shall wave the olive branch of Peace,
And from the heavy chains of war
Our land shall claim a full release.
Ami then, oh then, what joy to dream
That we shall meet nnehnuged iu heart,
No more to weep in loneliness.
That we must tread Life's path

apart.

Farewell! ah no, I will not say
That solemn word again to thee;
Our {tailing is no bridgeleas gulf
That lea<fs through all eternity.
And should’st thou tall rerneinl»or, love.
My heart can suffer and be strong;
Wait for me in the land above.
For we shall not be parted long.

^miscellaneous.^
[From tho Portland Transcript.]
Ethan Spike, on the Merrimno.

IIorrny, May 28,1802.
Wot is it abeowt that ere buttin’ consult!—
the Merry mack ? Some say site's no longer

eat—lias bust her biler, or kcriapsed ber
ingine, and lies gone down to the subterranean depths of the hevin billers—which is
likewise tempestuous raoimd abeowt. Others,
that she’s with Gincral Frcinaount at Mcrnassus or lake’s Peck; but hear we most ginerally think she's run the blockhed—through
the gut of Kansas—an' is now on a rampage
danwn East.
Knowiu’ the importance of Hornby to the
Union, its people {laterally feel anxious that it
should lie
properly defended; not that they
keer a cuss abeowt themselves—but always
aetooated by that sublime patriotism which—
which is kalkcrlaled to do the greatest good
to them as practises it.
And knowin the inemy would strike at
nnrnby fust, I was sent to Orgusty as a committee of the hull on tlie coastwise defences or
offences if we needed am.
1 fnouud the Guvernor to hum—an a mity
perlite peirt little liody he was tew.
‘•n«K)W '/etc you rlew /” says the Guvemer,
says he, "Mr. Spike,” Buys lie, “I’ve beam tell
of you—but never did my mortual wisuals
rest upon your improvin continents.
Ets
good for soar eyes, pollyfemus m the nose and
gittar in the hed, to look at yer,” says lie.
I told him I'd allers ben accaonted good for
them deceases, likewise putty sartin in the
mumps, and death on fils and rebellious fevers.
An
sit vs T !—
“Guveroer, haow dew yeov dew ?”
“Pretty well, 1 thank yeou,’- says lie, “exceptin a had cold which has settled on the borax, but if the brown ereeters or convalescence. don't set in, I don’t keer.
Otherways,
I’m so as to be crawlin.”
Then we didn’t both of us say nothing more
for some time. The Guvemer picked his teeth,
and I got aout my knife, and undertuk to
whittle the chair, but the first lick I broke the
blade agin a nail.
I fairly squalled—I was so math
“Blast on your rotted nails to eternal blastalion!” says I.
The Guvemor laughed.
“Hev to put utiils in all the tables an cheers,”
says he, “elsewhere I should hev to get a new
set every month.
Two sets, at least, would be
whittled up every time the gincral court sot.”
1 was rilled, and well I [nought—'twas a ripper, that blade—artcr honin' it on a lirick I
could split a hair—crossways—without bearin’
on much.
For a minit. I looked starti—but when I reflected that I could charge it to the taown in
my bill of expenses, I molly-fled-—I aout larled
the Guvemor.
No consequence,” says I, “ the old knife
want wutii a speckled cuss—l’se glad you had
nails in the cheer,” says I.
An then we shook hands agin.
Artcr anuthcr long paws of interegnum,
the Guvernor looked at me kinder
sly, and
says, says he:
“Mr. Spike, you wanted to see me fur somethin ?”
“Haow dew yeou know that?" says I.
“Come, come,” says lie. slappin' me on the
shoulder, an laughin’ Ise heern of yeou—
yeour a cuss, a perfect daown East metier
Nick an’ tallcrrand,” savs he, “hut aout with
it, my old boy ?”
“Wal,” said I, “are you aweer of the importance of Hornby to the perpetooation of
the perlaydiums of the Union?”
“Wal, then, here’s a nutshell—Portland,
Saouth Berwick Junction, Kenncbunk, Baldwin and Blackstrop, hev ail been fortvfled.
We air modest, we dont’t expect to go as high
as forty or even thirty, hut we do think we
orter lie lied some, ef taent mor’n fifteen. Give
us a few Bombastic tlotillers, a dozen or tew
each Columbanls, Danl Green Parrots an’
Winfield rifles, a lot of procrastination caps, a
basket full of comical shells, with steel
pints,
a few revolvin' turrets to fix onto canal
boats,
several or more, ef yeou have ’em to
spare, of
iron-olad monsters, ten lierrils Medford
rum,
one ditto flaour, about 4,000,000—”
“There, there, hold on Mr. Spike,” interrupted the Guvemor. “Yeou have named armaments enougli for the rock of Jibbernainonon
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Washburn,” says l, the Merryniuek
is abroad!” says I.
“Po,” says tie, “ that critter was blowed up
three weeks ago.
(says I :
“toil, it haint so. it’s a federal lie, that
briny behemouth of the deep is neow on aour
coast.
“Sposin’ she is—haow is Bhe going to get to
Hornby t”
“By the cnnawl,” says I.
“But haow call she get through tlie locks?”
“Isril,” says I, “she'll pick ’em 1”
“God bless my soul!” says he, “I never
thought of that, I’ll call a counsel mectin’ to-

night,”

Ethas Spike.

Mad Dons.—As hot weather is coming on
in your city, I see oases of hydrophobia not
unfrequently reported. It might be well for
you to learn some lessons from the French in
relation to the care of dogs. In the first
place,
a tax of ten lrancs a year is levied on
every
head
in
dog’s
Paris; when in the streets they
arc required to he
always muzzled, and are
never permitted to enter any of the
public gardens, or any places where crowds are gathered,
unless they are fastened by a chain or
string
to the biped who has charge of them. The
best portion of all these precautions is that
they are strictly enforced, and the result is that
cases of persons being bitten tiy mad
dogs are
extremely rare. Some of the medical journals are giving publicity now to an
alleged
cure for this terrible disease, which is communicated to them by Bev. B. I’. Ix-grand.who
has Is'en for several years a
missionary in (Syria, where hydrophobia is quite coinmc..
where, he says, he has tried this remedy in tin
different eases, and performed sixty cures. If
this lie so, and there is certainly no reason
to doubt the good father’s word, the
simple
remedy which he proposes should lie made
known all over the world. It is this: Take
three handbills of the leaves of datura stramonium, lioil them in a quart of water till it is
reduced to a pint, and make the patient drink
the whole as soon as possible after the bite.—
A violent madness
wijl ensue, hut this is of
short duration. A profuse perspiration follows
and in twenty-four hours the patient is cured.
Cauterization should also lie resorted to as
quickly as possible, although the reverend father stales that lie has seen many cures effected
where this lias not been done.
The physicians ut the veterinary school at
Alfort, near Paris, a portion of which is devoted to tlie reception and treatment of
dogs
afflicted with tlie various "ills which” dog
“flesh is heir to.” are
prosecuting some curious
studies now in relation to
hydrophobia. Some
time since two sluts, with pup, were
brought
to tlie establishment, attacked with
livdrophobia, and while they were suili ring, both gave
birth to a litter of pups, They were at this
time very mad, and il was curious to see the
struggle between their madness and their maternal love tin- their offspring. While
they
were howling in their uiroxybms,
they would
always immediately cease when the young ones
began to cry, and would then fora moment
lick ami caress them. Both the mothers linalI) died, and the physicians are now keeping
the young fur tie*
purpose of ascertaining
whether, born under sitcli circumstances, and

having necessarily atworbed a certain portion
poisonous saliva from their mother's
they will lie attacked with the disease.

ot the

caresses,

—Paris Cor. S. Y. Herald.

—Miud what you run after 1 Never be content with a bubble that will burst, or u firework
that will end In smoke and darkness. f?<*t that
which you can keep, and which is worth
keep-

ing.
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Disappointment.
“To-morrow is my birth-day, and what
splendid times wc shall have! lion't forget to
come right after breakfast, Jennie, and ride
with me after the new pony. I'apa has promised to take me early to see the tables arranged. and cousin Mary has made such a beautiful wreath of moss buds for my hair, and .Susie Gray’s bright eyes flashed brighter still, as
the festivities of the morrow glanced before

THE MARKETS.

Susie's

her.

“Now, Susie, don’t be too much excited,"’
said her mother, as the giddy girl rushed
through the house, clapping her hands and
chatting gaily of the morrow.
“Oh, mamma. Jennie says I look sweetly in

my new white mull and blue sash, and the
girls all say I must lie floral queen. What If
it should rain 1—I’d—”
“Be careful my dear child; you would lx'ar
the disappointment bravely, I trust. We must
have shade as well as sunshine.”
But heedless of her mother's quiet tones,
Susie rushed from the pantry, where for the
hundredth time she had inspected the “good
tilings” prepared for the morrow—first to the
play-room, now fitted up tor the evening
amusements, and iastly her admiring glances
rested upon the gossamer dress In which Jennie had thought she looked so sweetly.—
Though flushed and weary with the intense
excitement, not until her father had fairly commanded her there, did she seek the pillow, tossing restlessly there, in that unquiet slumlier
which always follows unwonted excitement.
The morning finds a cold, drizzly rain tailing,
although it is past the middle of June.
I don't care, I never shall lie happy again.
All my pleasure is spoiled!"’ and the thoroughly excited and angry child hurst into a passionate tit of weeping. In tier swollen eyelids
and |iout.ing lips it were ditlieult to recognize
the merry, light-hearted girl of yesternight.
Susie's birth-day hail always lieen a gala
one, and celebrated by a party whieh on this,
her tenth, was to lie unusually brilliant, the
entertainment to lie served in Pic-Die Grove,
a mile distant, and a floral procession to form
an interesting feature of the day.
The disappointment, then, was a bitter one, and how
did Susie, a petted, but not a spoiled child,
liear it? Her untasted breakfast is sent away
without remark by her parents. They note
tiie struggle that is going on in their daughter's mind, and wisely leave t he contest to her.
After an hour or two, the clouds begin to
clear away, chasing the shadows from Susie's
brow; but soon the rain pours in torrents.
Just liefore dinner, a game of romps with her
pet kittens, and the glancing of her sunny
curls around baby’s cradle convince the anxious parents of the wisdom of their decision
in leaving their darling child, in this her flrsl
great trial, to the exercise of that reason and
judgment, in the use of whieh she had been
.11,.
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Cheese, Vermont p lb.
Cheese, New.
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Coal, Cumberland p ton.
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Coffee, Java p lb.
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Coffee, Rio
Coffee, Mocha.....
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Alcohol.
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Do mi: Rioiit Titi.Mi.— Whenever you are
in doubt which of two tilings to do, let
your
decision be that which is right Do not waver.
<io not parley; but square up to tlie mark.and*
do the right thing. i!ny! when
you divide
that apple with your little sister, be careful not
to keep the largest half for yourself.
Young
man! don’t sneak out of tlie house by the area
Stops, because you wish to escape your lather's
eyes. Maiden! let not the most trilling deceit
pass current in those little acts wUUdi make
the sum of your life. No matt* r who you
are,
what your lot, or where you live, you cannot
afford to do that which is wrong.' The
only
way to obtain happiness and. pleasure yourself,
is to ilo the right thing. You may not
always
hit tlie mark: but you should nevertheless always aim at it, mid with every trial your skill
will increase. Whether you are to be
praised
or blamed for it by
others, whether it will
seemingly make you richer or poorer, or
whether no other person than yourself knows
of join action, still, always, and in all cases,
do the right thing. Your first lesson In this
will grow easier, until finally doing the right
thing will become a habit, am! to do a. wrong
will seem an absolute impossibility.
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HIDES A SKINS —101> cent, ad val.
HOPS.—10 V> cent.
IRON.- Pig and Scran, $0; Bar, rolled or hammered. *15; Railroad 612; Boiler 620 p ton; Sheet
625 p tou.
LEATHER—30 p ceut.
LEAD.—Mg He P It..
Li M E.—10 4* cent, ad val.
MOLASSES —6c p gal.
NAILS.—Cut lc. Wrought2c. Assorted 8c V lb.
NAVAL STORES.—Turpentine. Rosin, litch. Tar,
20 t* cent, ad val.: Sp. Turpentine 10 cents p gul.
OAKUM.—Free.
OIL.—Sperm, Whale, and other Fi.sli oils, of Foreign Fisheries; Ncatsloot, Linseed, Jicmp-eed and
Rape*<“ed, 20 per cent; Olive in casks, Palm, Seal, and
( oceanut 10, Olive Salad 30 per ceut. ad val.
PAINTS.—Wliitc Lead, dry or ground in Oil and
Red Lead, 2 1-2*?
per lb; Litharge and Oxide of Zinc,
21-2c p lb; Prussian Blue 10c— Varnishes, Vermillion,
Chrome Y ellow, Venetian Red 20—Spanish Brown,
dry. 26; in oil, 30 p cent, ad val—Yellow'and other
Ochres, 35c per lUO lbs—Paris White, dry, 85c, iu oil,
*1 &r>; Whiting 25c p 100 lbs.
PLASTER.—Free.
PROVISIONS.—Beef and Pork lc—Lard, P»acon
and Hams 2c—Butter and Cheese lc k> fl>.
RICE —lc p Ih.
SAL I.—In hulk

12c, and in bag# 18c |> 100 lbs.
STARCH. 20cent.
SOAP.—30 p cent.
SPICKS.—(linger Root, 3c; Ground Ginger, 6c.—
Pep pci and Pimento, (5c.—Clove#, 8e: Cassiu, Inc.—
Cassia lluds. 15c.—Cinnamon, 20C.—Mace anil Nutmegs, 25c V lb.
SEEDS.—Linseed, lttc %> bus; Canary, 10 p ceut.
Other kind# free.
SUGAR —Below No. 12 Dutch standard, including
Melado ami Concentrated Molasses, 2jc
ti*; above
No. 12. ot refined, 3c; refined, 6c pib; when tiuctured or colored, 8c.
TEAS.-20c p tb.
ToB At 'CO.—leaves unmanufactured, 25; all other
kinds 30 p ceut. ad val.
TI N
In pig#, free; Plates, 10 4> cent, ad val.
TWINE.- 30 p cent.
WOOL.—Coasting 18c D lb* and under, 6 p cent:
under 24c p lb, 3c; ovc r 2k p lb. 0c p tb.
ZINC,
iu blocks or pigs, lc: in sheets, l]c f lb.—
Manufacturers of,
p ceut. ad val.

ed.-e of the kind have Ihfted to care; also rn-r jt la
warranted as represented in every respect, or the
price will 1st refunded.
UrUEVVAKBOF IMITATIONS! Nr re genuine
and warranted uniesa purchased directly,sfllR M
•« his REMEDIAL INSTITUTE FOK SPEITAL
DISEASES, No. 38 Union Street, Providence, K. I.
rr-rhis speciality emliraces all diseases of a private nature both of MEN and WOMEN, by a rugalarlv educated physician of twenty years’
practioe,
giving his whole attention to them.
tW"f onsaltations by litter or otherwise are strictly
confidential, and medicines will be seat bv Express,
secure from observation, to all
parts of the ITiitcd
States. Also, areommodations fbr LADIES from
abroad wishing lor a secure and quiet lie treat, with
good care until restored to liealth.
PACTION.—It has been estimated that over two
hundred thousand dollars arc mid to
swindling
quacks annually, In New England alone, without any
benefft to those who pay H. Most of this sum cornea
out of a class of persons who are ihe least able to lose
it. but once paid they cm merer get it bach, and
they
are compelled to suffer the wrong its silence, nut daring to cxpriee tlw cheat for tear of reposing themtsetees. All this comes from trusting, without
inquiry,
to men who are aliko destitute of honor, character,
and skill, and whose only recommendation is their
owu lalso and extravagant assertions, in
praise of
themselves.
1C therefore, you would avoid being
humbugged, take no man’s word, iso matter what his
professions are. but MAKE 1NQUIKY;—it will coat
you nothing, and may saro you many regrets; for as
advertising physicians, in nine cases oat of tea era
bogus, there IS no safety in trusting any yf them, aniens you know who and what they are.
Iff 'Ur. M. will sr-ad man, bv enclosing one stamp
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growth.
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CLEM S SUMMER CURE.

Formerly
er

TORE.

and

or medicine of this kind
IlKXfE WllATrVKU-

WATER AND CONGRESS ST..
BOSTON.

Auliael

That for Children troubled with Canker in mouth
or stomach, or mothers suffering from nur*ing sore
mouth, a safe and speedy cure is effected by the u*« of

above, a Pamphlet ou DI8EA.XE& OF WuM’.lN,
on 1‘rirate instates
generally; giving most full
information, with the most umUmht■ 0 references and
testimtmi'Mls, without which no advertising physician

as

PAINT

NEW

That for Children Cutting Teeth, if tronbled with
Oiarrhu’a or any irregularities of the bowels, all other remedies art insignificant, as compared with

CLEM'S SUMMER CURE

Street, Manufacturer and Deal-

in

Health aad

Generally,

Sta-

ple Drug*, Sponge*, Gam*,

SUPERIOR

Wheeling in the Chest,
standing Hack, the best

Dr.
GLUES.

HOWES’ COUGH TILLS.
CLEM’S SUMMER CURE is a pleasant, agreeable
Barks, and contains not a
particle of Opium or Drug of any sort. It always

decoction of Roots and

By

and

never

does harm.
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SHALL

KNOW Til

KM.”

Co., Boston,

G. C. Goodwin k

General Agents for
New England. II. II. llav, Portland, and B. F.
Bradbury, Bangor, General Agent* for Maine.

MACHINE OUT FI I,US.
THIS WHIPPLE

iF'iiold by Druggists and Merchants g«*uerally
HOWES Sc CO., Frsprietsrs,
ismtiniuol
Bklpast. Malm.
MEDICAL STORE

FILE MAHUFACTURIEQ CO.,
Are now
ready In topple evore deaortpttnn of their
Mai hine ( it

KEEPERS*

era

iu

ViLta,

warranted

uae.

tiiperior to all oth-

applying

for such

a

SO. 34

position:

KILBY STREET,
(Corner of Central,) Deaton.

FAMILY MOURNING

An Act to authorize the
appointment of medical
storekeepers and chaplaius of hospitals.

STATE OP MAINE.

GOODS',

30 WijrTKB Strut. Bobtor,

He it enacted ftp the Senate and House
Representatives of the Vnited States qf America In Congress
assembled, That the Secretary of War be authorized
to add to tin- iwdical department of the army mi-dical storekeepers, not exceeding six in number, who
shall have the pay and emoluments of
military storekeepers in the quartermasters departrn< lit, who shall
be skilled apothecaries or druggists, w ho shall give
the bond and security required by existing laws for
military storekeepers'in the quartermaster’* de|iartmeiit, and who shall be stationed at such point-as
the necessities of the army may require: Crovuled,
That the provisions of tills act shall remain in force
only duriug the continuance of the present rebellion.
Approved, May 31), lSfi3.
II. The following are the regulations which will

Eatabluhed for the Sale of

MOURHIHG DRESS GOODS,
—AND—

MILIJNERY EXCLUSIVELY.
S. 8.

.1 A M K S

&

Willi Ana.

1* O I*

HEADQUARTERS.

K,

Wholesale and Retail Dnlttn in
WHITE

OAK

AND HAOXMETAOK SHIP TIMBER,

govern the appointment of medical storekeepers under the first section of the foregoing act of Congress:

White Fine

1. A board of not less than three medical officers
will be assembled by the Secretary of War to examine such
may, by him, l»o authorized to
before it.
appear
2. Candidates, to !>e eligible to examination, shall
be not less than twenty-five years or more than forty
years of age; shall po***-** sufficient physical
ability
to perform their duties satisfactorily; and shall present with their applications satisfactory evidence of
good moral character.
3. Candidate's will be rt-qtiirod to pass a satisfactory
examination in tin ordinary branches of a g« «! English education, in pharmacy and materia nn dica; ami
to give proof that they posses the requisite business
qualifications tor the positiou.
4. The board will report to the Secretary of War
the relative merit of the candidates examined, and
they will receive appointments accordingly*.
fi. When appointed, each medical
will
be required to give a bom! in tie* amount of i*40,0fi0
before he shall la? allow-d to enter on the performance of his duties.
By order of the Secretary of War:
L. FilOMAS, Adjutant General.

tories.

Timber for Wharves, Bridges and FacFloorings oil hand and

Also Southern Pine

worked to order.

applicants'as

TO State
Timber

Docks

a

Sthfet. (rp stairs.)

corner

of K and First

Sts., Boston.

storekeeper

A Board of Medical Officers lor the examination
of applicants will be convened in the city of Washington on the first day of July, to continue in session
one month.
Applications to appear before the Board "hjuld bo
addressed to the been t.iry
\\ ai.
Surgeon Generali Office, June 6, 1*12.

juuc23d3t

Lawglejr’*

Jnne2M4m

orrir* Aim *alr*k<*ir :

The following extract of an act of Congress in relation to the appointment of Medical Storekeepers is
published for the information of persons desirous of

TBB

Dock, Prickley Ash, Thomughwort, Rhubarb.
Mandrake. Dandelion, Ac., all of which are to compounded as to act In concert, and assist Nature in
radicalmg disease.
The effect of this medicine is moat wonderful—it
acts directly upon the bowels and blood, by removing
all obstructions from the internal orgaus. stimulating
them iuto healthy action, renovating the fountains of
lifr, purifying the blood, cleansing it from all honors
mud causing it to course through every part of tbo
restoring the invalid to health and naefhlness.
Jody;cure
and eradicate from thesystora. Liver ComThey
plsint, that main wheel of so many diseases. Jaundance in its worst forms, all lliliious Disease* and
foal stomach. Dyspepsia. Costivenesa. all kinds of Humors, Indigestion. Headache. Dizziness. Hies. Heartburn, Weakness, Pains in the side and bowels. Flatulency. Los* of appetite, and a torpid or diseased Liver, a disordered .stomach or bail blood, to which all
are more or less subject in Soring and Summer.
More than fr.MD
persons have been cured bv thia
medicine. It is highly recommended by Physicians
everywhere. Try it and you will never regret it.
Sold by all dealer* in Medicine everywhere at
only
25 and S) cents per bottle. < inlere addressed to
GEO. C. GOODWIN A CO Rostov.

1

n

OF

SUMMER MEDICINE,

BOOT ABB KERB BITTERS.
P0MP08ID of Sarsaparilla, Wild C herry. Yellow

IlOWK’S COUGH TILLS.
««

USB

GREAT SPRING AND

—AUD—

That as an expectorant and ameliorating agent in
cast** of Phthisic, Whooping Cough, and Confirmed
Consumption, the public have already rendered their
united verdict in ta> or of

good,

AST conn-

Strength Speared,

BT THE

HOWES’ COUGH TILLS.

does

of

BUY ME ANI) I'LL DO YOU GOOD I”

And Painter*’ Supplies

Hoarseness and Bronchial affectrviueuy exiaui inai so UUlversaJiy

That for a Tightness or
Tains in the side, or a long
remedy is

desorving

Write
your addma plainly, and direct to Ur. U. N. Mattisrrx, as above.
June 3*.
dfowtm

Wheeler, Ax’t,

in Union

is

r#”ilntrrv bv mail promptly attended to.

PAINTS OILS, VARNISHES,

Coughs,
as

Pnicxs —Full strength, #10; Half Strength, #6;
Quarter Strength, #3 1st bottle.
Kcun-mber! This medicfoe la designed expresdy forOiuvrraATa'CASm, which all other rem-

DRALKR IK

der it soft and glossy for several days. Prepared by
Joseph Burnett A Co., Boetou, and for sale by all

active, healthy condition, as
CLEM*8 SUMMER CURB.

relief

for

aud to promote a healthy aud vigorIt is at the «&rae time unrivalled as a
dressing for the hair. A single application will ren-

ous

Pills,

In persons of all ages, no medicine lias ever come to
the knowledge of the public, that so effectually does
it work and at the same time leaves the bowels in an

affords

It is pot up in bottles of three different strengths with foil directions
and
sent
ming,
by express, closely staled, to aH
parti of tho country.

St., Boston. Wharfl50;BorderSt., E. Boston.

OF THE IIAIR,
Which is so common now-a-days, may be entirely
prevented by the uso of Blukktta Cocoaibr. It
has been used in thousands of case* where the hair
was coming out in handful!*, and has never foiled to

By the concurrent tc*timony of many sufferers, the
tact has been established, that for the cure of

no

case.
or-

FREMITI'Kil LOSS

—AKD—

inon-is

Stock.

of Oak Timber ami Flank furnished to

skin; removing Tan, Sunburn. Freckles, RedRoughness of the 1^11, Ac.. curing Chapped
Hands, and allaying the irritation caused by the bites
of Mosquitoes, and other annoying iuiu'ets. Prepared by Joseph Burnett A Co* Boston, and for sale
by
all dealer*.

Invalids !

SUMMER

ure.

and

ress

C'arpentor,

Howes’ Cough

tiftlver 8000 BUTTLES have
been sold wit toed O Single futwhen taken is directed, and without the least injury to health in use
now

of tin*

Merrill & Brother,
Portland, and < 'has. F. Potter,
juue23wlni
Augusta._

ion*,

effectual after all otlwirs hare tailed,
is designed for both MABSilti aid
SIXOI.B LADlni, and is the
rcry best
thing known for the purpose, as It
will bring on the moxthlt skkxkss
in cases of obstruction, after all other
remedies of the kind have been tried
In rain.

Wash

a

virtues unknown of any-

thing else of the klud, ami proving

BURNETT’S KALL18TON,
for the Complexion has no equal. It is
distinguished for il« cooling and •‘nothing properties,
and is admirably adapted to ail unnatural conditions

either House or Ship work, inside*or out. It
is free from tmt'lf, with flat equal to spirit*, evaporates no taster, and for Blind Work cannot I*• excelled. It work* KqUAL to the common spirits on a A
kind* of |>aintit.g, or in Oil Cloth manufactoring.
As evidence of the excellence of the article, the undersigned can reder to numbers of the first painters
of Boston and vicinity, if desired.
CHARLES TOPPAN,
Agent for New England, 40 Fulton St., Boston.

That for

This celebrated Female Medicine,

possessing

AND MINERAL WATER,
Howard ArHA>Ki'u Blildiko, Howard 8t.,
BOSTON.
DR AUG ITT ALE A.YD PORTtR.

Officers.

for

CLEMS’

Ship

J

MATTISON’S INDIAN EMMENAGOGUE.

WAunoin, H8

by

SKCCRKD

FOR FEMALES.
Dm.

Money Drawer.

Scale

WHOLK0ALR

a

Courage

Waterhouse.

ALE, PORTER, CIDER, SODA,

turpentine—w0invite
trial of the Nutrona Turpeutim- from all paintNatrona

For sale by Banker &
8. J. Perkin* A Co.,

Embry A

FAIRBANKS A BEARD,

day of en-

SPIRITS TURPENTINE.

er*,

[COPTBHIBT

TME GREAT IEDIAH REMEDY

HACK MET AC KNEES, LOCUST TREENAILS, and a general variety

at

Corps Armory,

and

J.
» Joan St.. N.
8old at wholesale by W. F. PHILLIPS,
JnneMilAwiwPobtlakd, Mr.

DRALKR IK

JOHN M. MARSTON,
CHAS. L. MCALLISTER,

77
7440
0 1-10 dis
0 j dis

0 4 dis
8 0 9 dis
0 0 2 dis

^So^Jeo^^^M^Kr5
WINCHESTER.
Y.

H t&NRY JONES,

mouth's Advanco

listment.

0)

4o|

Homeopathic

FAIRBANKS A BROWN.

OLD CITY HALL, PORTLAND.

Pay

by

Sold at Fa kiiabk’r
Milk Stubsi ikmToji,

1 16J0 1 17
40

are/till manufactured

BHIP TIMBER AMD PLAHX

Recruiting Office

9 76 010 00

0

"
1 have foond them all that cnrUd he de tired. Their
ellhct Aat been truly wonderful. I used them in a
caw of Spermstorrhma of
long standing which Ims
been under treatment for years. I think three boxes
will complete the cure.”—E. P. Dickie, m. D.
ENThis is not n
remedy, nor is tbssw
■mercury or other deleierioas ingredient cembinm with it.
pKtca—«1 per box. Six boxes for 94. by Mall pr»•*

CERTAIN PROTECTION AGAINST
THIEVES.

A

discharged.

$100 BOUNTY AT THE END OF THE WAR,
And 100 ACRES OF LAND,

1160 012 00
7 76 0 8 00
31
40
28

Vciiw”™’

and skill

White’* Patent Alarm

CUMBERLAND COUNTY,
To

41
30
61
43
38
63
1 00

MEDICAL TESTIMONY.

I'm/g by the original inventors, who
are constantly adding such real ami
valuable improvements as their long

Sold in Portland

bottles. Cl—Six

■'
We believe it to b*. in the treatment of Hmermm
torrkaa as near a Specific as
any mod lei ne can be."
*■ ° —Ameriea* Journal qf Medical

bohtom.

from

company

ounce

BFKdFIC KKXRDT FOB
or Seminal Weakness, and General
Irritability in either Sex.
This malady, the terrible cimtequeucrt of which are
too wen known to require more than a bare allusion
to them, is one of the most insidious, an
therefore
dangerous, of nil the long ealalogne of unman ills
It saps the very springs of Lift,
undermine*
rapidly
tlie constitution, and sinks the
unhappy victim lute
imbecility and a premature grave I From one to three
boxes of the Kprcifle Pill are snSeient to eghet a permanent cure in the most aggravated coses, whether
constitutional, or arising from Abuse or Excesses

118 Milk Strext,
(Thorndike Building,) Comer of Batterymarch 8L,

Immediately.

seven

A

suggest.
COMPLETE VARIETY:
as Hay, Coal, Railroad, Platform,
Counter, Druggist’s. and Butcher'* Scales; Beams, Weights, Ac.,
for sale at our Warehouse,

9

f..n)

43
38
83
40
41

a

FAIR TRIAL IS A CERTAIN CURE I

SDcrmatorrhiF*.

PREMIUM STAMDARD
SCALES.

ARMS]

cause

Pi

FAIRBANKS

dtf

To fill up

powers, from any

superior

J. WINCHESTER, 36 Joan Stuixt, N. J.

A

10
loi
101

no

Bottles for 95. In sixteen ounce Bottlee, S3—Three
for 94.
Circulars gratis.
Sold by all respectable
Druggists, and at the Sole General Depot in the United State*, by

AGENTS.

Send fbr Circular
D. FOWLE. Cbemirt. n
Sold erery where.
Certifi-

HENRY

rooms.
If not sold before the Pith of
August next, it will be sold on that day,
at 11 o’clock, A. M., at Auction, without
Terms very easy. For information apply
reserve.
to JOHN RANDALL, on tin* premises, or at the
store of RANDALL ft WOODBURY, on Cominer*
cial Street, head Central Wharf.

15 Recruits Wanted

ha*

I’owriirri. Blood I, iviuatof Nervous Debility

application.

*een on

cate* with each bottle.

HOUSE, No. 8 Gray Street. It is in
good repair, aud contains ten finished

10}

(®

be

can

Frince street, Boston.

none

8}

A

Stationery.

Prepared by

For Sale.
Three Story Brick DWELLING-

June 21,18ti2.

Remedy

Most

“WINCHESTERS GENUINE rREPARATION."
Is tho only reliable form of HTroriiospniras mado
liter the Original Formula of Dr. Churchill
t»“Inji’taa for abd Una ■<> other!

TH* OBLT 8CBB CUB*

SIXTEENTH REGMIENT.

7 @

the

For BLEEDING, BLIND, and ITCHING FILLS.
LEPROSY, SCROFULA, SALT RHEUM.
AND DISEASES UF THE SKIN.
One bottle warranted to core erery eaae of Filee: two
bottle* in all other cn*e* of the abore riiwaae*; If not,
diwlera aro re.|Ue*ti*1 to refund the money in erery
ea*e.
o-„]y five bottle* in a thou*and returned, and
thoae were confirmed Fistula. Huudri'd* of letter*
and certificate* are now in the proprietor’,
poaaeeakm,

X-—--—-

TO

sther, being

A. M., to 1

FOWLE’S PILE AMD HUMOR CURE.

KEROSENE OIL, LARD OIL,

0 00

7

txo Au«»TS known
in earn
sr rust ratten of the Vital

Dr. Greene will be at the office from 8

THOSE

-A I.HO-

® 3 26

6J

charge.

■

about to engage In the sale of 26 cent
packages of
Maps, Charts, or Portraits,
should write to me before engaging elsewhere. Remember that I am the originator of the 26 cent
package stationery, and also N. E. Agent for U. II. Lloyd
& Co's celebrated Map* and Charts, and J. C. Buttre’s
fine Steel Engraved Portraits. Withal, it
may be
safely said, that I have the best assortment of the
most saleable articles for the time* that can be found
in New England.
For particulars, address B. B.
RUSSELL, 616 Washington Street, Boston.

INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, Ac.,

.A-ncl

medicine.

Ihe llygophntphilrx have a two-fold and
specific
haml increasing the principle
**;
?•-*"*
Ulrich CoHSTlTt Trs Nenvoi's Evxruy, and
on the
the

WANTED!
FOREIGN

WARE,

of

It is rircnminended by many It.nusIn the United State* and Europe—
""'d with results nn parallel led in the an-

py-PRFCES—In

AND FANCY GOODS,

THE
40
22

gaw

Boston.

AND AMERICAN PERFUMERY,

FRENCH

8

ad val.
GRAIN—Corn and Oats 10c; Kve and Barley 16c;
and Wheat 20c per hush.
From Br. Provinces” free.
GRINDSTtINKS -Rough -Free.
GUNPOWDER.—30 p ceut. ad val, per cask of 26

<S>00 00
vottO 00
(g00 00

22jg

44

Vails.
Cask.

„•

ay
.ay
v«,’

gi

7 75 (g 8 00
7 75 (g 8 00
9 00 <g 9 25

I,u in her-From the yard.
Clear Pine—No. 1.£38 00
No. 2.
00
No. 3. 24 00
No. 4..
14 00
Shipping Lumber,. 12 00
19 00
Spruce.
llemlock.
8 00
Hox Shooks, (cash).
45
Clapboards, S extra. 13 00
P
80 00
Shingle*, Cedar, extra. 2 60
No. 1.
2 00
extra pine.
2 60
Laths, Spruce.
1 15
Pine.
1 37
Red Oak Staves.
Mol. ilhd Shooks A Heads, city...

a!

uj

ENGLISH,

Kff~ State Agent for DAVIS ft KIDD’S MAGNETO-ELECTRIC MACHINES.
je2a-lmdaw

6

nr™*.
Loss;,
»nd 1 liysicians

part of the country with fall

office will be open, and competent persons in
attendance, from 7 1-2 A. M., to 6 P. M.
All communications should he directed to R.
GREENE, 3*i liromtield Street, Boston.
Note. Persons wishing to investigate this method
of practice, or its superior success, will be famished
with a pamphlet descriptive of treatment,
free, by
addressing K. GREENE, M. D., 86 Bromfield Street,

7;
6
&

This remedy has obtained a great reputation for
Lxtkaohpixahy Crttxa in all staoksof

The

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drugs,
GENUINE MEDICINES.

AHU LX'BB OF

Persons having Cancers, or those afflicted with complicated direare*. should immediately avail themselves

^

DEALER IX

I'aint Establishment.

CHEESE.—4c
lb.
COAL.—(Retail.) From Br. Provinces, free, other
Bituminous
SI; all other kinds Goc per tou.
foreign
COFFEE.—Gc per tb.
< o RI > AGK.—Tarred 2Jc p lb. Mauila 2c V lb, all
other 3c p lb.
DRUGS and DY'ES.—Perlb. Acids, (nitric, oxalic,
ami all otliers used for medicinal
purposes or hue
arts.) Aloe#, A*safa*tida, Ammonia, Canfharidea,
Gauihogf, Ipecac, Jalap, Juniper Berries. Manna,
Quicksilver. Rhubarb. Sarsaparilla, Sponges, Verdiad val.—IJ vdriodate
gris. Vanilla Beans, 10 per
and Prussiate Potash, Peruvian Bark, 16 per cent, ad
val.—Citric Acid, CastorOil, Cnbebs, Essential OUs,
Epsom Salts, Isinglass. Flor Sulphur, Senna Arrow
Root, blue or white Vitrol, Ginseng, 26 per cent.—
Copperas. 26c 4* 100 lb.—Bleaching Powders, 30c 4J
100 tbs.—Alum and Sago, GOc p 100 lb*.—Refined Borax, chrontate and bichromate Potash. Sugar of
Lead and Argols, 3c 4> lb.—opium, £14> lb.—Balsams and
Sulphate Quinine, 30 p cent.—Alum, Sal
Soria ami Soda Ash Jc p tb.—Bi Carb Soda, Caustic
Soria. Liquorice Root, 1 c p tb, and ground do 2c |>
lb. Liquorice l*aste, 6c 4» lb.—Refined Camphor
ami Criim Tartar, 6c 4> lb.—Tartaric Acid, Tartar
Emetic, Rochelle Halts, Gum Coital, anti others gums
or resinous substance# used for same
purpose# as Gum
Copal, 10c p lb.—Roll Brimstone, #*> 4> ion.—(HI
Clove#, 70c p lb —Morphine, £1 p ox.—Alcohol, 40c
V gal.—All other descriptions quoted, free. Chicory
Root, lc p lb
DY E WOt IDS.—Free.
DUCK —26 p cent, ad val.
FEATHERS.—30 |> cent, ad val.
FISH.—IVr 100 |b foreign caught: Herring SI;
Mackerel £2; Salmon 63; and all other pickled in
hrls. 61 60
brl.—otherwise GOc per KM) lbs
From
Provinces free.
FRUIT.—Lemons, Oranges, Banana# and Plantains 2" p gent, ad val.—Almonds 4c, and sle-Hcd do.
«c per lb—Nuts and Dates, 2c p lb—Currants. Figs,
Plums, Prunes and Raisins, 6c
tb—Citron 30 4>

.>

40@

Spring.

Sheet and

00 ® 9 50

ASHES.—10 per cent., ad val.
11KKAU.-8) per cent.
BUTTER.—4 V cent.
CANDLES.—Sperm and Wax, 8c., Tallow, 2c., per

@18 60
^,15 00

6
00

JUNCTION OF FREE ft MIDDLE STS.,

I'RIVIVTIOJI

®"»t

personal attention.
Consultation at the office, or by mail, free of

DIARRIKEA OR DYSENTERY

10 <» 4 38
60 (g 7 25

12 00
13 UU

Sheet Iron, English.
Sheet Iron, Russia.
Sheet Iron, Russia, im't.

“.

9

2}

11ATE8 OF DUTIES.

iffljt

Germau Steel.
English Mi*. Steel..

Pig, \9 10J lb.

61

2j®

FOtt THl

OnramptloB, Asthma, Chronle Bronchitis, New us
Prostration, General Debility, Dyspepsia, Scrofbla. Marasmus, Isms of Api* tito, N, uraJgia
Female Complaints, and all Irisorders of
the Nervous and Blood Systems.

of Dr. Greene's

20

51®

Faltiinore.
8t. Louis.
Cincinnati..

17 0»> (&20 00
301)0
OO

Common.
in-lined Iron.
Swede.
Norway.
Cast Steel.

Foreign

2 37}
1 20

lb.

Sort, 1801...

Lend.
American

10 (®

Fhiludelphia.

run.

**

121®

Amsterdam.
Bremen, rix dollar.
New York—at sight..

50
60
58 «/ C2
CO d
fg
17 00 W19 00
22 00
4 00

l>ry.
Sheep l’elt*, Green.
Sheep Pelt*, Dry.
Hupn*
I

50 @ 2 75
124 5 2 374

Sheathing.

{u}

Gunpowder*
Masting.

10|

5<> @ 4 75
87 (» 6 00
25 a* 5 37
50
6 75
42 (g 7 25
00 g) 6 874
&n f« 4 75
60 (m 5 76
5o @ 6 00
00 (g 6 20
75 a. 5 00
75 (& 6 00
87
G 25
60
7 00
do a 4 25
02 a
21
3 50
3 75

47 (g
4« -g

Grindnloiu'N*
Grind.-*tour*. Hough,
ton.
(Grindstones. Dressed.

Hard, retail.
44
Soft,
WmI.
Domestic.
Felts.
Zinc*
Figs und slabs.
Sheet Mosslmann.

00
40
62
09

4
4
6
5
6
5
4
5
6
6
4
6
6
6
4

PO

ltarley.

2
2
2
1

may bo sent to auy
directions.

6J

TV sod.

..

£1 «*rti* P ton.
Fine Food.

5}®

Faking.
Hemp 44

1C
20
6 50 (u 6 00
4 00 (&• 4 60

Oat*.
South Yellow Corn.

Corn, Mixed.

7
38

Flax

Hlue, cask.
Black.
Hunch, box...

15
8
17
11
51

6J®

T*«.
llancn, cash...
Straits, cash.

fgi 9 00
(f§ 7 00

noue

shell...

Oranges.

1

74
134
30
6

35 @

Tea, Oolong.
Tea, Souchong.

noue

13®
25 3
Oil aj
32 ®
25

Rev. P. Mahon, Vice Pree’t.
R. Greene, M. D., Superintending Physician.
This Institution was established for the cure of Disease, upon tho principles of Innocent me dication, entirely discarding tho uso of Poisonous Drugs.
Man^ diseases, such as Scrofula, Humors of the
Blood, Diseases of the Throat and Lungs, Dyspepsia,
Liver Complaint, Heart Complaint, Rheumatism,
Female Complaints, and a great variety of ordinary
Diseases are successfully treated by Medicine which

50

6 50 ® 8 50

Tobarca.
6'n and Id’s best brands...
6'k and 10's medium..
6’s and 10’a common.
half pds. beat brands.
half pds. medium good.
hull' pds. common.
Natural Leaf, pds.
Fancy, in Foil.

4 25
22

g

8 76
C 75

Currants.

Klein**.
Lemons, bx.

2}

Ten a*
lets. Hyson..
Tea, Young Hyson.

8 75 ^ 9 00
C 75 (a, 7 00

Shelled...
CRroii.
Wil. Pea Nuts.
Figs, common.

6 @
124 ®
1 124 ®
®
12 r®
7 ®
12 ®
9 ®
4 (®

Kouirh.

65
46

Frail*
Almonds—Jordan |> lb
Son

Rkv. N. Day,

00 fa) 14 75
50
00
<K) ®14 50
50 ®16 00
00 @14 60
00 ® 13 50
50 '«-16 ««0
00 ;®ll 50
67
7 ®
7|

8*«ar.
Sugar, Portland A.
A A.
Sugar,
44
Yellow.
Sugar,
Sugar, Extra Yellow.
Sugar, Muscovado.
44
In bond.
Sugar,
Sugar, Havana Ilrown.
White.
Sugar,
Sugar, Colfix? Crushed.
Sugar, Crushed.
Sugar, Granulated.
Sugar, Powdered.
Tallow.
American refined...

00

2$><g

03

Dark*
Duck, Havens,.
Duck, Portland, No. 3.
No. 10.

Hay

Canary.

41

03 ®
02 (g

lied

Sapan

Mackerel V bbl.

Linseed.

n

Nic
Wood.
Peach

Shore.
Labrador.
Scaled |> box.
No. 1.

06
00
11

02 ®

OFFICE 86 BROM FIELD ST., BOSTON.

75

1 56 ® 1 60
1 45 (® 1 50
5 Oo ® 5 60
14
12
14
15
14
13
14
11

MEDICAL.

INDIAH MEDICAL INSTITUTE.

8 25

Pimcuto.
Seeds.
Herds Gram.
Western Clover.
Red Top.

02

1?®
4$-®

j,ogwuuu.

FcntkerM*
leathers, Live Geese 4* lb.
Feathers, Russia.
Flak.
1 ish. Cod large p quin...
small.
Fish,
Fish, Pollock.
Fish, Haddock, new.
Fish, Hake.
bbl.
Herring, Pickled,

®

4)®

Domingo.

Nutmegs.
Pepper,.

BOSTON ADVERTISEMENTS.

HAY,

Spices.

00
00
41
21

02 ®

Hyponiic.
Logwood, Cainpeachy.
St.

0 00 ® 8
9 00 ®
8 50
8 25 ® 8
7
2 25
2 25
8 25

MISCELLANEOUS.

Starch.

2' ®
86 (m
35 ®

Savanvilla,.

r.xiraci

1 50 @ 1 56
1 58 ® 1 75
1 05 p 1 12
2 5ft ® 3 00
3 ®
4

none.

Brazil Wood.
Camwood.
Fustic. Cuba.

muvnb

ed valley, and liear* on its bosom hundreds of
frail that, in the distance, look like white
Specks upon the blue water. Richmond, covering a large portion of the western horizon,
is, however tlie principal sight. It appears to
the balloonist as a confused medley of
red,
white, and black, and heavy brown fortifications stretching from the right, to tlie led, with
thick walls and plentifully sprinkled w ith cannon, surround it on all sides. The Capitol
Square can scarcely la- discerned, being too
thickly surrounded by buildings.
The white eapitol, however, is quite
conspicuous, and, of course, the stars and bars float
over tlie roof.
Three church spires, seemingly
all in one spot, are the brightest part of the
town, and catch the eye almost before tlie observer is aware he is looking at Richmond.
But little else, however, can be distinguished,
although, lor a general view of tlie town, nothing could L>c better than that from the balloon. The space between the
Cliiekabouiiiiy
and the fortifications around Richmond is almost tilled with rebel camps. A thousand cavalry horses were picketed in one field, and others were plentifully
sprinkled oil about. Wedge
tents, used by the officers, and little dog touts
by tlie men, shone in every direction as the
sun’s rays struck them. Eiilrcm-lnnciits and
rifle pits lined the front of their position, although very few guns were mounted. Several
guns of heavy calibre are sprinkled along these
earthworks. Relsd camps, however, are the
most prominent of ail the sights. They show
in every direction, and the southern and western horizon seems to tie tlieir
only boundary.
Of our own p'-ili m, as seen from tlie balloon, 1 must lie client. One thing, however, in
the whole view is most remarkable. Right
through tlie centre of the picture runs a curved
belt of dark green and yellow about a mile
wide. Not a man, gun, tent or wagon
appears
u|>ou it. It is the line between the two armies.
Over it camion balls are thrown, and oil its
surface scouts and pickets hide from each other, hut 1IO military sign is to Is; seen upon it
Everywhere else, stretching as far as tlie eye
can reach, are the thousand and one
things incident to wur; but this broad, quiet, deserted
licit of land, so lonely, so sombre, v aryiug only
as it is swamp, or Held, or stream, lies there so
still that it almost inspires the Iteholder. Jupiter's rings or Saturn’s lielts never wore a
grander sight than this bolt of land on which
nothing like tent or gun appears.—[Cor. J’liiladelphia I Ye**.

Pork, clear.
Pork, mete.
Pork, extra do.
Pork, Prime.
Pork, llams.
Pork, City Smoked Hams.
Prad*ee«
Beef p quarter, p lb.
Eggs. P dozen.
Potatoes, pbrl.
Apples, dried, p lb.

11$

84

Barwood.

terially

in

1'ortland
do
Portland extra Mobs do.
1'ork, extra clear.

Dyewds.

A Sight from the Balloon.

runu

Lead.
I’lnislpr.
Per ton Soft.
Hard.
Ground.
Provinlonw.
Chicago Mess Beef..
Red

® 2 75
® 3 26
® 3 00

11®
80 ®

Alum.
Aloes.
Arrow Root.
Borax.
Brimstone (roll.).
lti Carb. Soda.

**

ill front, tlwnnrh dinttint

2 50
3 00
2 75

American.
Russia.
Manilla.
Russia.
Manilla.

Cordage,
Cordage,

care

moml. Xt was in tin- air during the whole day,
and in the few hours it ascended: some
thirty
or forty army officers observed the
position of
the enemy's troops from tlie elevated point of
view it affoaded. The balloon is held to the
ground by a strong cord a thousand feet iu
length, and of course ascends to that distance
alsive the earth. A pulley and tackle arrangement, worked by men Iwlow, is the power used
to pull it down, aud, lieing strongly taste mat
to tlie earth, there is but very little
danger of
the machine's escape. The colonel and his assistants very seldom ascend, officer* and others, with authority for the ascension, lieing
sent up by twos and threes at a time, and alter a few minutes’ stay, hauled down.
When the balloon lias ascended at this point
to the end of the
tether; a grand view of both
armies is unfolded. Within a circle of two
miles in radius the sight is very perfect; beyond that the angle of vision becomes so nearly horizontal that woods, houses and hills mainteriors with the view. The landscape has tlirce marked objects u|hjii it, which
are the first to strike the eye.
The Cbickaliominy, almost beneath one's feet, bordered
by its dark green swamps, runs like a thread
from where it rizes on tlie horizon, away oil' to
tlie northwest, to where it blends with woods
and hills in tile southwest. 'Tlie James rircr

Litharge.

Ben mb.

“Oh, mamma, I‘ve worked a whole rose on
Janie's slipper, and alter all, the day has not
been so very long, and I have really tried to
lie good. I thought once this morning 1 didn’t

Col. Lowe’s balloon, yesterday, was stationed near (.nine’s Mills, on the rigid centre of
the federal line, and within six miles of liich-

—

A«hr*.

,,i

how cross I was, and wished X could make
everybody else feel so, and it seemed as if I
heard some one whispering, ‘Susie, is that
right?’ but I wanted to pretend I didn’t hear,
and kept on saying, ‘It might just as well luive
been pleasant to-day aud rained some other
time,’ aud it sjioke louder, ‘Susie, Susie, is
that right ?’ Then I knew it was wicked for
me to complain.
What was it mamma?"
“i'our good angel, my dear. Two spirits
hover round you, one of light, aud one of
darkness, recording your thoughts, words and
acts.
Tlie better angel waits, anil whispers,
bidding you ever to do right. Vou have
learned a wise lesson. X am glad you listened
to tlie lietter spirit, so that it recorded Susie's
name as one who ruled her spirit.
Do you remember anything aliout that?"
“O, jes, I
learned it last Sabbath. He that ruleth his
own spirit is better than he that taketh a
city.”
Let all the children remember Susie, and
when disappointments come, bear them bravely, Ibr every litlJe girl and boy may lie a- brave
as the bravest soldier.—{Cougrcgationalist.

Olivo OH.
Castor Oil.
Neatsfoot Oil.
Onion* per bbl.
do Be rmuda p lb.
Pnfthta.
Portland Lead, in oil,.
Lewis Lead.
Boston Lead,
44
French Zinc,
American Zinc, "
Rochelle, Yellow.
Eng. Ven. Red.

v

Auji’Tajit (iEskral's Prrn r,
Augusta. June Jnth. 1*3. J
GENERAL ORDER No. 16.
The Governor aud f'cimmandor-in-Chief directs,
that ail soldiers belonging to Maine, ai home on furlough or otherwise, not having been di-charged from
service, will tc|H.>rt themselves in person or oy letter
to the Adjutant General »t Augusts forthwith.
All such person-. except those whose furloughs
have not expired, who lad to report iheiinwdves immediately, will he liable to be treated as deserter*.
AU other.- of Maine Regiments or companies. except those on parole, bow absent from duty, will
be considered by tlie War De|i«rtmeiit as “absent
without leave,” uuless they rt |H>rt in per sou at their
Temoctive commands buinediat. lv'. or their absence i*
duly authorised bv orders from the Adjutant General
of the United States, which order must be based
upon
a certificate which the Paymaster will requite beloro
a |>uy m< ut is made thereon.
All invalid and w ound, d officer* of Maine, w ho are
able to travel, alt hough their disability may not have
been removed, will iintnednirely npoit iu person to
the General < omniaitding tin* camp of Instruction at
Aauapolis Maryland, and thence proceed to their
command*, or remain at that post until an Examining
Itosrdfchai) decide U|*>n their abitit) to return to
duty.
The foregoiug is in pursuance of orders from tbo
War Department at
aad if* requirements
mu-t uot he neglected.
By order of the LbMwamler*i**ckief.
JOHN L. HoDbbCtN, Adjutant General.

Washington,

June

(

23.

1M2._

wf.wl

Book, Card & Fancy Printing,:
NEATLY EXECUTED

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

WANTED.

M

SMALL KENT, of five or *ix
th«* business part of tin*
city
tlau- office.

room*. near

Enquire

at

•

